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TAKE THE

LEAD
Meet the all-new Gulfstream G400™. Chart a bold course for 21st-century business
success with Gulfstream’s high-speed range advantage paired with environmental
efficiency and the award-winning Symmetry Flight Deck.

News Briefs
FLYEXCLUSIVE TO BUY
UP TO 30 CITATION CJ3+S

Jet Edge’s assets in the Vista Global Holding acquisition include 100 super-midsize and largecabin Bombardier Challenger and Gulfstream twinjets, a Part 145 maintenance facility, and
branded hospitality lounges at Van Nuys and Teterboro airports.

Vista acquiring Jet Edge in bid
to expand U.S. foothold
B Y JE R R Y S IE BE N M A R K

Vista Global Holding is set to greatly
expand its U.S. footprint by acquiring Jet
Edge. The Dubai-based charter and aircraft
management company announced the deal
on March 31 and it is expected to close in
the second quarter.
Under the acquisition of the Van Nuys,
California-based integrated charter, aircraft management, and brokerage provider,
Vista will snag a fleet of 100 super-midsize and large-cabin Bombardier and
Gulfstream twinjets, as well as Jet Edge’s
Part 145 maintenance facility in Van Nuys
and branded hospitality lounges at Van
Nuys and Teterboro airports. Additionally,
Vista’s XOJet Aviation will acquire a majority stake of Jet Edge’s Part 135 certificates
under Jet Select and Western Air Charter.
“Bringing Jet Edge into the group scales
up our presence in North America, giving
Vista the opportunity to turbocharge growth
in the most dynamic business aviation
market,” said Vista founder and chairman
Thomas Flohr. “It also means expanding
our offering and presenting our members
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with the chance to fly on the largest fleet of
Gulfstream aircraft available for charter.”
With the Jet Edge fleet, Vista will have
more than 340 aircraft, including the flagship Bombardier Global 7500, the tenth
copy of which Vista took delivery in March.
Jet Edge was the seventh-largest charter
operator in the U.S. by flight hours in 2021,
according to JetNet. The combination with
Vista’s XO would make it the second-largest
charter operator in the U.S. by flight hours.
Jet Edge CEO Bill Papariella will serve as
Vista Global’s chief business officer as part
of the acquisition, and Jet Edge’s management team will remain in place, according
to Vista. “This merger takes the Jet Edge
platform to the next level overnight,” Papariella said. “Our members will now get
access to an extensive global fleet, programs,
services, and a network able to fly them anywhere in the world. Our aircraft owners will
be able to take advantage of the enormous
charter demand, global infrastructure, and
procurement advantages that Vista generates via its brands VistaJet and XO.”
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Exclusive Jets, operating as flyExclusive, has
inked a deal with Textron Aviation to purchase up to 30 Cessna Citation CJ3+s. Under
the agreement, charter operator flyExclusive
expects to take delivery of the first five
CJ3+s in 2023, with an option to purchase
more of the type for deliveries through
2025. The deal is potentially worth $297
million based on CJ3+ list prices. The order
will support flyExclusive’s Jet Club, Partner,
and new fractional program. FlyExclusive’s
fleet of 85 light, midsize, super-midsize, and
large-cabin jets include Citation Xs, Sovereigns, Excel/XLSs, CJ3s, and Encores.

DUNCAN PLANS $66M
EXPANSION
Duncan Aviation is undertaking a $66 million
hangar expansion project at its Lincoln,
Nebraska and Battle Creek, Michigan
sites. At both locations, Duncan will add
a 46,000-sq-ft hangar with 32-foot-high
doors with a 62,000-sq-ft, two-floor wing
for storage and back shops. Construction
is expected to begin immediately, with
completion at Battle Creek expected in
mid-2023 followed by third-quarter 2023
completion at Lincoln. Once complete,
Duncan’s Lincoln site will have a total
of 769,000 sq ft of hangar, shop, office,
and storage space while its Battle Creek
location will have a total of 443,000 sq ft.

SKYVECTOR HELPS FIND SAF
SkyVector has added sustainable aviation
fuel (SAF) locations to its online flight
planning and mapping service. The new
functionality is integrated into the company’s
popular FBO directory feature. Similar to
its existing weather and data overlays, it
allows users to not only determine locations
along their intended route that offer SAF,
but see prices for it as well through the
new overlay on the flight planning map.

A PAYLOAD
AS BIG AS
YOUR DREAMS.

With the new CESSNA SKYCOURIER utility turboprop,
there are no limits to your ambitions. Designed from the
ground up with a flexible payload that’s big enough for
all your cargo needs.
Fly Your Business to New Heights
Learn More at cessna.txtav.com/skycourier

© 2022 Textron Aviation Inc. All rights reserved. CESSNA & DESIGN, CESSNA and CESSNA SKYCOURIER are trademarks or
service marks of Textron Aviation Inc. or an affiliate and may be registered in the United States or other jurisdictions.

Signature Aviation
to acquire TAC Air FBOs

News Briefs
MD HELICOPTERS FILES
CHAPTER 11 BANKRUPTCY
MD Helicopters voluntarily filed Chapter 11
bankruptcy (reorganization) on March 30 as
part of a strategy to infuse the company with
$60 million of fresh debtor-in-possession
capital, discharge potentially crippling debt,
and expedite the sale of its assets. The company had been actively trying to find a buyer
since the departure of former CEO Lynn Tilton in March 2020. As part of the bankruptcy
process, MD entered into an asset purchase
agreement with a creditor consortium led
by Bardin Hill and MBIA Insurance that
plans to acquire nearly all of the company’s assets and provide the new capital.

B Y CUR T E P S T E I N

NBAA EXTENDS SUSTAINABLE
FLIGHT DEPARTMENT DEADLINE
When its purchase of TAC Air and its 16 FBOs is completed, Signature Flight Support will increase
its industry-leading total of 188 branded FBOs worldwide, along with 27 affiliates.
Signature Aviation, the parent company of
Signature Flight Support, has entered into
an agreement to purchase the FBO holdings of TAC Air, which consist of 16 locations throughout the U.S. The Signature
Flight Support FBO chain has more than
200 locations globally.
Among the locations are six where TAC
Air is the sole service provider: BuffaloNiagara (New York) International Airport;
McGhee Tyson Airport in Knoxville, Tennessee; Texarkana Regional and Fort Smith
Regional airports in Arkansas; Shreveport (Louisiana) Regional Airport; and
Rick Husband Amarillo (Texas) International Airport.
At Denver Centennial Airport, Signature
is already present on the field, as well as
at Dallas Love Field, where Signature has
three facilities among the several service
providers. At three other locations—Bradley International Airport in Connecticut,
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North Carolina’s Raleigh-Durham International Airport, and Eppley Airfield in
Omaha, Nebraska—the move will make
Signature the only FBO operator, which
may result in the company having to divest
one facility at each of those locations.
The agreement also includes TAC Air’s
hangar complex at Arizona’s Scottsdale Airport, adding some 65,000 sq ft of aircraft
shelter to the existing Signature facility there.
This marks Signature’s first major acquisition since it was purchased last year by
a consortium of three private equity firms.
Subject to regulatory
AINonline logo approvals, the transaction is expected to close in the second
half of this year.
AIN logo:
C 0 M 100 Y 63 B 12
Hex: D31245
RGB: R 211 G 18 B 69
Alerts:
65% black
font: Myriad Pro semi extended 90% height

alerts

GET THE LATEST
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NBAA has extended the application window
by two months—until May 31—for its new
Leadership in a Sustainable Flight Department accreditation program. The program
is designed to promote sustainability
best practices for flight departments and
other business aviation entities. “We saw
a large outreach from our members,” said
Stewart D’Leon, NBAA’s director of environmental and technical operations. “They
were looking to do more in this space
to align with their parent organization’s
goals.” Participants will be able to choose
from any or all of four independent
areas of accreditation: flight, operations,
ground support, and infrastructure.

SALE OF PIAGGIO AEROSPACE
MOVES ALONG AGAIN
The sale of Piaggio Aerospace has progressed to the due diligence phase and
narrowed to five potential buyers. Piaggio,
the manufacturer of the Avanti Evo turboprop
twin, has been operating under “extraordinary
administration” bankruptcy since 2019. A previous sale process ended last year after the
winning bidder failed to consummate the deal.

Over 35 Years of MRO Excellence

Now with EXPANDED CAPABILITIES
Embraer Authorized Service Center
Offering complete product line service for your Phenom,
Legacy 450/500 and Praetor 500/600 aircraft!

Major Inspection and Overhaul Capabilities
24/7 AOG Team Base and Offsite Service
Servicing New York Metro and Long Island Airports

•

Pre-purchase Inspections

•
•

Factory Upgrades

•
•

Wi-Fi and Cabin Management System Upgrades

Contact Us Today!
Office: 631-737-5801 | AOG: 866-272-2995 | FBO: 631-913-7102
Email: ispaog@hawthorne.aero

Servicing
Northeast
AOG

AUTHORIZED DEALER AVIONICS

Long Island (KISP)
Chicago (KPWK)
Atlanta (KRYY)
Eau Claire (KEAU)
Tuscaloosa (KTCL)
Sioux City (KSUX)

!"#$%&'()*+',-#!..)&

AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER

“Building Customer Loyalty
One Experience At A Time”

Cessna SkyCourier receives
FAA type certification
B Y JE R R Y S IE BE N M A R K

News Briefs
DASSAULT RESUMES FALCON
M&O REGIONAL SEMINARS
After a three-year absence due to the
pandemic, Dassault Aviation resumed its
Falcon Maintenance & Operations regional
seminars last month. The seven-city
seminar series in North and South America
and Europe kicked off on April 6 in Paris
and will conclude on May 24 in Chicago.
Topics include preparations for the Falcon
6X entry into service, consolidation and
optimization of the Falcon MRO network,
the new EASy IV flight deck, and modelspecific and general technical sessions.

GLOBAL MEDICAL RESPONSE
BUYS GRANDVIEW AVIATION

Powered by two Pratt & Whitney PT6A-65SC turboprop engines with
four-blade McCauley aluminum propellers, the SkyCourier
has a maximum cruise speed of 200 knots and a 900-nm range.
Less than two years after first flight, the
408 Cessna SkyCourier has received its
FAA type certificate, Textron Aviation
announced on March 14. Certification
of the high-wing, twin-turboprop utility
airplane follows a flight-test program in
which 2,100 hours were accumulated on
three SkyCouriers.
The first delivery of the clean-sheet airplane was expected “soon” to launch customer FedEx Express, which has ordered
50 of the type in a cargo configuration
with options for 50 more. Equipped with
a 7-foot-3-inch by 5-foot-9-inch door, the
SkyCourier can be configured as a cargo or
19-seat passenger airplane, as well as in a
combination passenger/cargo variation.
Powered by two Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-65SC turboprop engines with
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four-blade McCauley aluminum propellers, the airplane has a maximum cruise
speed of 200 knots and a 900-nm range.
The cockpit features Garmin G1000 NXi
avionics. In a cargo configuration, the SkyCourier can hold up to three LD3 shipping
containers with 6,000 pounds of payload
capacity. The airplane is also certified for
single-pilot operations.
“Our clean-sheet design brings to this
segment what customers said they need:
the ability to load, fly, unload and repeat
with low operating costs and maximum
cabin flexibility, and efficiency,” said Textron Aviation president and CEO Ron
Draper. “We expect the SkyCourier to be
a workhorse of the fleet for FedEx and
many other customers around the globe
for decades to come.”
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Global Medical Response, the parent of
AirMed International, has acquired charter
operator GrandView Aviation, including
its fleet of Embraer Phenom 300 light jets.
As a result of the acquisition, GrandView
COO Jessie Naor is now that company’s
president. GrandView, which will retain its
brand name and operate under AirMed, also
plans to expand its human organ transport
operations, as well as traditional charter.

AV GROUPS RESPOND TO
CANADA’S FDR PROPOSAL
In response to Transport Canada’s NPA to
require installation of lightweight flight data
recorders on virtually all general and business aviation aircraft registered in Canada,
aviation organizations have raised issues
about the proposal’s feasibility. Because
recorders can reveal information that
accident investigators would not otherwise
have learned, the organizations said they
might consider supporting an equipage
mandate if it provides for compliance
flexibility, alternate means of compliance,
minimizes costs and unnecessary burdens
on manufacturers and aircraft operators, is
not a one-size-fits-all approach, and is harmonized with globally accepted standards.

No Fees.
No Middlemen.
No Brainer.
JOIN OUR NETWORK OF 300+ PREFERRED FBOS IN THE US AND BEYOND.
As a CAA-preferred FBO, your business becomes a destination
for our ever-expanding membership of Part 91 operators. It’s free to apply.
There are no fees to belong. And you always keep 100% of your fuel sales.

APPLY FOR FREE TODAY!
www.corpaa.us
CAA provides the lowest price on jet fuel offered to Part 91 aircraft at the CAA Preferred FBO.

Zero fatalities from bizjet
accidents in first quarter
B Y G O R D O N G IL BE R T

No fatal accidents involving business jets
worldwide were recorded in the first three
months of 2022 versus one fatality in a
single crash in the same period last year.
However, there were two additional nonfatal accidents of U.S.-registered business
jets compared to the first quarter of 2021,
acording to preliminary statistics gathered

by AIN. Non-U.S. registered business jets
had no mishaps coded as accidents in the
first quarter of this year nor in the first
quarter of last year.
The one fatal bizjet accident worldwide
in the first quarter of last year is still under
investigation by the NTSB.
continues on page 60

ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS WORLDWIDE (1Q/2022 VS 1Q/2021)
U.S.-registered Business Jets and Turboprops

Total accidents
Nonfatal accidents
Fatal accidents
Fatalities
Incidents

Total
Part 91
Part 91K
Part 135 Public/Gov’t
Mfg
2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021
5
4
2
4
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
5
3
2
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
14
10
6
0
0
8
7
0
0
0
1

Business
turboprops
Total accidents
Nonfatal accidents
Fatal accidents
Fatalities
Incidents

Total
Part 91
Part 91K
Part 135 Public/Gov’t
Mfg
2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021
8
5
7
4
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
5
4
4
3
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
3
1
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
2
12
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
19
11
11
0
0
4
7
1
1
0
0

Business jets

ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS WORLDWIDE (1Q/2022 vs. 1Q/2021)
Non-U.S.-registered Business Jets and Turboprops

Business jets
Total accidents
Nonfatal accidents
Fatal accidents
Fatalities
Incidents
Business turboprops
Total accidents
Nonfatal accidents
Fatal accidents
Fatalities
Incidents

Total
Private
2022 2021 2022 2021
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
9
3
0

Charter
Other*
Unknown
2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
5
0
1
0
3

Total
Private
Charter
Other*
Unknown
2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021 2022 2021
11
5
2
1
6
1
2
3
1
0
10
2
2
1
6
0
1
1
1
0
1
3
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
0
1
17
0
0
0
10
1
7
0
0
8
4
5
1
1
1
1
2
1
0

All Data Preliminary. * For example: air ambulance, aerial survey, ferry, training, testing, manufacturer, government (non-military).
Sources: FAA, NTSB, Aviation Safety Network, AIN research
AIN tables show “incidents” as well as “accidents” to distinguish mishaps based on their degree of severity. Investigators often draw fine distinctions between
the two events, but, typically, incidents result in minor or no damage and their investigations are sometimes delegated to local officials. Accidents are events that
range from minor damage to destruction and/or injuries. Also, some incidents ultimately get upgraded to accident status during the investigative process.
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News Briefs
LARGE USED BIZJETS LEAD
INCREASES IN VALUES
Year-over-year preowned business jet values
continue to climb as inventory shrinks, with
the gains being led by large-cabin jets,
according to a report from Sandhills Global.
Overall, it said available preowned jet inventory declined 70 percent in the 12 months
ending in February. During that period, the
inventory of large business jets fell 63.4
percent, pushing values for preowned largecabin business jets up 16.7 percent year-overyear, to $20.3 million. Year-over-year values
climbed for light jets to $3.8 million on a 72.5
percent decline in inventory; midsize jets
to $4.9 million on a 77.5 percent inventory
decrease; and super-midsize jets to $9.5 million on a 70.6 percent reduction in inventory.

LEAD AIRCRAFT SELECTED FOR
SPECIAL OLYMPICS AIRLIFT
As Textron Aviation gears up for the Special
Olympics Airlift, it has assigned customer
Coca-Cola Consolidated and its Cessna
Citation XLS+ the lead callsign, Dove 1. It will
be the first business jet to land on June 4 at
Orlando Executive Airport as part of the airlift
organized by the airframer. The Charlotte,
North Carolina-based bottler is one of nearly
175 Citation, Beechcraft, and Hawker owners
and operators to donate the use of their
aircraft, pilots, and fuel to transport Special
Olympics athletes and coaches to and from
the 2022 Special Olympics USA Games.

UPSTART VOLATO ACQUIRES
GULF COAST AVIATION
HondaJet charter and fractional provider
Volato bought Gulf Coast Aviation, a
Houston-based charter/management
company. The acquisition gives Volato a
broader network, adding to existing bases
in Atlanta, Baltimore, St. Augustine, Fort
Lauderdale, and Carlsbad. It also adds aircraft, including the King Air 360 and Hawker
750 that are part of Gulf Coast’s fleet.

THE SEGMENT BUSTERS

Ideas so revolutionary they transform categories.

THE IPHONE

THE TESLA

It put the world in your hand!

Reset expectations for electric cars.

FREEDOM, CORPORATE JET AS A SERVICE
All the benefits of ownership, none of the hassles.

Introducing Freedom Corporate Jet as a Service—a totally new segment in private jet

Bombardier delivers 100th Global 7500
Bombardier celebrated the delivery of the
100th Global 7500 on March 29 during a
ceremony at its Laurent Beaudoin Completion Centre in Montreal—an achievement
reached in less than 3.5 years. The milestone aircraft was handed over to VistaJet, which now counts 10 of the 7,700-nm
twinjets in its fleet and expects to have 17
of them by year-end.
“I am thrilled to celebrate the 100th delivery of the Global 7500 with our valued customer, VistaJet,” said Bombardier chairman
and CEO Eric Martel. “VistaJet recognized
early on that this aircraft would transform
the business jet industry and the enormous
success of Bombardier’s Global 7500 in
transforming the private aviation industry. I
would like to thank our teams in Montréal,

CHAD TRAUTVETTER

B Y C H A D T R AU T V E T T E R

VistaJet took delivery of Bombardier’s 100th
Global 7500 on March 29 during a ceremony
at Bombardier’s Laurent Beaudoin Completion
Centre in Montreal.
Toronto, and Wichita for designing, building,
and testing this amazing feat of technology.”
VistaJet founder and chairman Thomas
Flohr said his company will continue to

expand its Global 7500 fleet to meet the
growing demand for ultra-long-range
flights. “Our enhanced product offering
onboard the Global 7500 also guarantees
that our clients, whether business or leisure travelers, are given the best and most
seamless flying experience,” he added. “We
look forward to welcoming more members
and supporting the business world as our
growing fleet of Global 7500s opens a new
era for long-haul private travel.”
The company’s Global 7500 fleet has
already flown several nonstop, long-haul
flights, including São Paulo-Maldives (15
hours 43 minutes), Los Angeles-Hong Kong
(14 hours 50 minutes), Phuket-Vancouver (13 hours 50 minutes), and HonoluluHelsinki (13 hours 30 minutes).

NETWORK LIVE.
HARDWARE IN STOCK.
READY TO INSTALL.
SmartSky shipsets are available for installation with STCs for numerous
airframes and more in progress. Network coverage is now live. Order now for
your upcoming installations. How’s that for simple?
The SmartSky Account Team
will be visiting locations across
the country. Contact us to
see how you can experience
True Connection for yourself.

THE WAIT IS OVER

©2022 SmartSky Networks. All rights reserved.
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Expert Opinion

Schedule flexibly to keep crew happy
Schedule flexibility is cited as the numberone benefit to business aviation employees,
according to a recent survey conducted by
NBAA. In fact, being able to flex one’s work
schedule is cited in the survey as being
more important than salary, company stability, benefits, and long-term potential.
And the data matches up with what I
hear from job-seekers. I am seeing this
have significant effects, particularly on
single-airplane, two-pilot operations.
As individual aircraft owners and corporations return to flying, many departments have increased their operational
cadence. And these two-pilot departments are especially at high-risk for
employee turnover.
After all, a two-pilot team with a robust flying schedule cannot easily schedule time off.
And if one of the pilots gets sick, the operation could end up temporarily grounded.
But affecting schedule flexibility in aviation department work schedules might not
be that simple. Doing so almost requires
an aviation department, especially a small
one, to be overstaffed. If not, the department relies heavily on contract pilots, who
happen to be a bit harder to source these
days, thanks to the pilot shortage.

CONTRACT SOLUTION

During the Covid slowdown, due to cutbacks, an aviation director of a single aircraft department I know had to let his
second-in-command go, leaving him as the
only pilot. But as flight demand increased,
they’ve now doubled their flight hours
from 200 to 400, and he is the only pilot.
This director, while trying to hire a second pilot, is exclusively relying on contract
help. In the interim, he’s only getting one
day off every 20 days. For legal reasons, he
now has to fly every flight. Of course, this
situation is not sustainable.
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older model. For the latter, you’ll find that
experienced, current, and qualified contractors are no longer flying these aircraft.”
The majority of the contract pilot pools
consist of employed, full-time pilots who
fly contract on the side. And as we noted
before, aircraft owners are catching up on
their business travels, therefore limiting
the number of contractors available.
In this market, for departments that
require “half ” a pilot or a full-time or
part-time contract pilot, it’s better to be
proactive than reactive. The demand for
contractors has increased tremendously
since July. And contract day rates have
increased, just as the demand for contractors’ services has increased.
Operators are competing for the same
contract talent not only in day rates but
also the commitment to not cancel. You
must get out ahead of it proactively.
Here’s some great advice regarding contractors from Guthrie: respect their time
(avoid cancelations), give them as much
advance notice as possible, pay competitively,
and communicate expectations up front.

Flight departments, regardless of size or
scope, are challenged when they are unable
to match competitive salaries and/or cannot meet the essential work/life balance
that everyone is seeking. And when both
are in question, hiring is impossible!
In my discussions with clients, I find
myself too often saying, “If you don’t like the
message, please don’t shoot the messenger.”
That said, I’m sorry to say, but aircraft owners
can no longer get by with just the basic staffing. That is if they want to ensure that their
pilots aren’t leaving within six to 12 months.
Let’s face it—we’re in a staffing shortage and this is a jobseeker’s market. If an
employee isn’t getting his or her basic
needs met (i.e., a manageable schedule)
DATA’S THE KEY
and they’re not compensated competi- If you find yourself in or heading to this
tively, they’ll seek out another opportunity place, you must identify the problem
or an airline career, no matter how much before it manifests itself. The most importthey love their boss! Trust me on this.
ant aspects of advocating for the needs of
It’s true that many operators are sup- the flight department—be it headcount,
plementing their staff with contract pilots, compensation, hard days off, contract
who are in high demand. To find out how labor, or any other competitive benefit—
challenging it is to hire contract pilots right require you to present hard data.
now, I reached out to Jennifer Guthrie, the
A business case must be made outlining
CEO of In-Flight Crew Connections.
the current reality, the options, recommen“Common aircraft types are fairly easy to dations, and consequences of not implecrew,” she told me. “However, it does take menting the recommended change.
us longer to crew trips. One of the primary
difficulties in hiring contract crews is when The opinions expressed in this column are
an aircraft is unique—the plane has special those of the author and not necessarily
avionics, is a brand-new model, or is an endorsed by AIN Media Group.
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AIN’s 50th anniversary look back: May
B Y CUR T E P S T E I N

AIN is celebrating its golden anniversary by highlighting select news from the archives over the past half-century.

Challenger set to
roll in May; fly in June

(ACN May 15, 1978 p.3)
Then: Corporate Aviation’s first wide-body
business jet, the Challenger CL-600 has been
scheduled to roll off Canadair Ltd.’s assembly line at Cartierville, Quebec, on May 25,
1978. First flight has been set for mid-June.
The company has been feverishly working around the clock seven days a week to
prevent further slippage of the program’s
schedule, already four to six months
behind dates projected last year.
The new eight- to 14-passenger, 3,800
nmi business jet has a supercritical wing
and two Lycoming high-bypass (5:1) turbofans that develop 7,500 lbs. of thrust each.
Its introduction figures to be an historic
one in that it will be the first completely
new design in corporate aviation since the
Falcon 10 was developed eight years ago.
At this time Canadair has 91 deposits on the CL-600, including 21 from
TAG Finance S.A., a distributor for the
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Challenger in the Arab League countries.
Now: The Challenger began its life as the
LearStar 600, a concept by Bill Lear which
was acquired by Canadair. Lear remained a
consultant on the project but the legendary
designer, whose Learjets helped usher in the
era of private jet aviation, did not live to see
the May 25 roll out of the aircraft, passing
away just nine days before at the age of 75.
The Challenger 600, which first flew
in November 1978, entered service two
years later and became the progenitor
of the large-cabin business jet class. The
600-series has remained in production for
more than four decades, with Bombardier
having delivered 1,110 through to today’s
Challenger 650 model.

TAG plans exec terminal
for Farnborough Airport

(AIN May 2004, p.38)
Then: TAG Aviation will start building
an executive terminal at the London-area
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Farnborough Airport, right after this year’s
Farnborough International Air Show. The
$20 million facility will be the centerpiece
of the business aviation center that TAG
has developed at the airport, which it operates under a 99-year lease from Britain’s
Ministry of Defence (MoD).
In addition to accommodating visiting
business aircraft passengers and crew, the
54,000-sq-ft terminal will provide office
space for based corporate operators. It
will be situated alongside the existing hangar, and TAG expects to add a second hangar as traffic increases.
Now: Virtually from the moment it opened
its doors in 2006, the FBO terminal at
Farnborough Airport has captivated customers with its extensive array of amenities and services. It has ranked atop
the standings for FBOs outside of North
America in AIN’s annual FBO Survey for
more than a dozen years (see page 20), and
despite ownership changing hands from
TAG to Macquarie Infrastructure and
Real Assets in 2019, the airport, one of
the world’s preeminent business aviation
gateways, shows no sign of resting on its
laurels. Seeking to constantly improve, the
FBO has recently installed a waiting lounge
capable of handling large charter groups, a
crew gymnasium, a café, and drive-through
customs and immigration clearance.
“We feel we’re the innovators of the FBO
world and definitely ahead of curve, being
the first carbon-neutral airport, noted FBO
director Dominic Osborne.

IFD-SERIES

IFD540

IFD550
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IFD440
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demands of corporate, military and

not months.

special-mission helicopters.

Get yours shipped right away!
avidyne.com/heli

Bombardier delivers final production Learjet
B Y JE R R Y SIE BE N M A R K

The final Learjet 75 rolled out of a Bombardier Wichita hangar on March 28, headed
to Grand Rapids, Michigan, for delivery to
a customer of Northern Jet Management.
Just a few hours earlier, the light jet’s
departure followed a 30-minute-long ceremony marking the delivery and the end of
60 years of Learjet production.
“There’s no doubt that today is an emotional day for many of us as it marks the
end of the production era of Learjet,” said
Learjet employees and Bombardier executives pose with the final production Learjet.
Tonya Sudduth, v-p of Learjet operations.
“However, the emotion that I’ve seen most making a lasting mark on aviation history.”
More than 3,000 Learjets have been
prominent in all of my conversations
Bombardier announced plans to shutter delivered since the company, under the
with [employees] over the past several Learjet production in February 2021 citing a helm of founder Bill Lear, delivered the first
days and months is pride. Pride for being “challenging market dynamic” and competi- Lear 23 from Wichita in 1964. In addition to
part of this amazing legacy. And pride in tion from new entrants in the light jet category. Learjet production, the Wichita site’s operations include a service center, engineering,
and special mission aircraft.
Despite the end of Learjet production,
Bombardier executive v-p of operations
Paul Sislian vowed to the several hundred employees and guests attending the
ceremony that service and parts support
for the Learjet line will continue. “Bombardier is committed to making sure that
these 2,000 aircraft presently in service
will keep flying well into the future,” Sislian added.
Northern Jet CEO Chuck Cox reiterSupports customers
ated that commitment in an interview with
in achieving their
AIN, noting he received a call on March 28
goals of environmental integrity
from Martel who emphasized parts and serthrough carbon offsets.
vice will continue to be available. The final
production Learjet 75 will join Northern
Together we can achieve
Jet’s owned and managed fleet of 23 light,
carbon neutrality
super-midsize, and large-cabin jets, 16 of
which are Learjets. From there, the Learjet
75 will be delivered to an unnamed Northern Jet customer who will have it managed
by the Michigan-based company.
Cox said the opportunity to take delivery
of the final production Learjet was “bittersweet because it’s the last one.”
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FBO Survey: global FBOs on recovery path
R E P OR T B Y CUR T E P S T E I N , C H A R T S A N D DATA B Y DAV E L E AC H

For FBOs around the world, the past year crowded cities in favor of more sooth- half of 2021, the airport set monthly traffic
was a roller coaster from the lowest of ing environments.
total records.
lows to new peaks as the world continued
Francesco Cossu, general manager of
Far off destinations have seen inconto adjust and adapt to the Covid pandemic. Eccelsa Aviation, the airport-owned FBO sistency as well over the past two years.
While governments closed borders and/ at Sardinia’s Olbia Costa Smeralda Air- “Given the fact that Thailand and our
or instituted strict testing and quaran- port, noted the vacation location saw a 30 neighboring countries still retain some
tine protocols upon entry, business avia- percent decline in traffic during the height form of quarantine and Covid-related
tion waned.
of the pandemic. “However, Olbia in 2021 entry requirements, traffic has taken a
“Like many in the industry we experi- recorded the full recovery of arrivals and serious drop since 2020,” said Natthapatr
enced a reduction in flying hours and FBO departures of private planes, with the final Sibunruang, CEO of Mjets FBO. “The last
movements due to the uncertainty around figures higher than in 2019, which had been few months have shown positive signs of
travel and border restrictions,” said Darren a record year for us.”
the market slowly recovering with a notaMcGoldrick, ExecuJet’s vice president for
Normally busy business aviation hubs, ble uptick in traffic and interest shown for
Asia-Pacific. “The aircraft we did handle such as London, also reported improve- inbound operations.”
were generally smaller types than we usu- ment. “Traffic levels in Q1 (2021) were
He added that the company weathered
ally see, as our clients found themselves extremely slow with much of UK and the storm by adapting, as most locations
staying closer to home and not requiring Europe in lockdown,” explained Dominic were forced to do. “We managed to cut off
the use of larger, long-range jets.”
Osborne, FBO director at dedicated busi- many frills and become leaner to sustain
“Covid-19 continued to impact trade- ness aviation gateway Farnborough Airport, the drastic drop of revenue.”
shows, sports events, and our beloved adding that by the third quarter of the
Yet, despite these setbacks, FBOs conOktoberfest, meaning, for the second year, as restrictions eased, he saw move- tinued to do what they do best, provide
year in a row, it was canceled,” said Oliver ments across Europe begin to increase. their customers with the attention and
Trono, general manager of Signature Flight “The leisure season helped drive levels and dedication they expect, even under trySupport’s Munich FBO.
seemingly continued beyond the summer ing circumstances. In Part 2 of our annual
Yet for many leisure destinations, even months, though traditional business-ori- FBO survey report, we present this year’s
amid the restrictions, traffic began to ented destinations did make some come- top-rated locations outside the Americas
rebound as passengers sought to escape back.” He told AIN that for the second according to AIN’s readership.
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TOP RATED FBOS IN EUROPE, THE MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA, AND ASIA-PACIFIC (BY OVERALL AVERAGE)
FBO

AIRPORT CODE

AIRPORT

OVERALL AVERAGE

CHANGE FROM LAST YEAR

FARNBOROUGH AIRPORT

EGLF

FARNBOROUGH

4.67

0.01

Top 20%

UNIVERSAL AVIATION

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.61

0.00

Top 20%

EXECUJET AUSTRALIA

YSSY

SYDNEY KINGSFORD SMITH

4.51

0.01

Top 20%

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

EDDM

MUNICH

4.48

0.00

Top 20%

JET AVIATION

EHAM

AMSTERDAM SCHIPHOL

4.46

-0.02

Top 20%

MJETS FBO

VTBD

DON MUEANG INTERNATIONAL

4.45

-0.01

Top 20%

ECCELSA AVIATION

LIEO

OLBIA COSTA SMERALDA

4.43

0.02

Top 20%

HARRODS AVIATION

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.42

0.02

Top 20%

LONDON JET CENTRE

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.42

0.00

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

LSGG

GENEVA INTERNATIONAL

4.41

0.00

JET AVIATION

LSGG

GENEVA INTERNATIONAL

4.39

0.01

GRAFAIR JET CENTER

ESSB

STOCKHOLM CITY/BROMMA

4.38

0.00

JET AVIATION

LSZH

ZURICH

4.35

0.02

JET AVIATION

EDDL

DUSSELDORF

4.32

-0.06

HARRODS AVIATION

EGGW

LONDON LUTON

4.31

0.00

MALLORCAIR

LEPA

PALMA DE MALLORCA

4.31

-0.01

JET AVIATION

YSSY

SYDNEY KINGSFORD SMITH

4.28

0.01

EXECUJET MIDDLE EAST

OMDB

DUBAI INTERNATIONAL

4.26

0.01

HONG KONG BUSINESS AVIATION CENTER

VHHH

HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL

4.23

-0.01

UNIVERSAL AVIATION

WSSL

SINGAPORE/SELETAR

4.23

-0.01

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT - TERMINAL 3

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

4.22

0.00

ADVANCED AIR SUPPORT

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

4.21

0.00

JET AVIATION

OMDB

DUBAI INTERNATIONAL

4.20

0.02

UNIVERSAL AVIATION

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

4.20

-0.03

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

LFMN

NICE COTE D'AZUR INTERNATIONAL

4.18

0.00

BIGGIN HILL EXECUTIVE HANDLING

EGKB

BIGGIN HILL

4.17

0.03

EXECUJET BRUSSELS

EBBR

BRUSSELS NATIONAL

4.11

0.00

DASSAULT FALCON SERVICE

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

4.10

0.03

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT - TERMINAL 1

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

4.09

0.02

SKY VALET

LFMD

CANNES-MANDELIEU

4.05

0.00

SWISSPORT EXECUTIVE

LFMN

NICE COTE D'AZUR INTERNATIONAL

4.01

0.00

BUSINESS FLIGHT CENTER

EFHK

HELSINKI-VANTAA

4.00

0.01

AVIAPARTNER EXECUTIVE

LFMN

NICE COTE D'AZUR INTERNATIONAL

3.99

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT - TERMINAL 1

EGGW

LONDON LUTON

3.99

SKY VALET

LEMD

MADRID BARAJAS

3.95

0.06

JET AVIATION

LSZH

ZURICH

3.93

-0.02

JETEX PARIS FBO

LFPB

PARIS LE BOURGET

3.92

-0.02

VIENNA AIRCRAFT HDLG

LOWW

VIENNA INTERNATIONAL

3.92

0.00

JET AVIATION

WSSL

SINGAPORE/SELETAR

3.88

-0.01

VIPPORT VNUKOVO-3

UUWW

MOSCOW/VNUKOVO

3.35

0.04

UNIVERSAL AVIATION / CJET

ZBAA

BEIJING/CAPITAL

3.33

0.03

0.02
-0.01

FBOs with same overall average are listed in alphabetical order
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4.67 Farnborough Airport
(EGLF), UK

Sitting atop the list of FBOs outside of
North America once again is Farnborough Airport. The privately-owned airport
has held that position for more than a
decade, and while the scores for the rest
of the world FBOs tend to lag behind
those of North America, the London-area
gateway’s score lands it among the top
5 percent of all FBOs including those in
North America, with its ranking in the
facilities category (4.86) the highest this
year overall.
The location’s 52,000-sq-ft, three-story
terminal also placed among the highest
globally in passenger amenities (4.75) and
pilot amenities (4.72). It features VIP customer lounges that can accommodate up
to 60 people for high-volume flights, conference rooms, crew lounge and snooze
rooms, work area, passenger and crew
shower facilities, laundry service, concierge, and gymnasium. Drive-through
customs and immigration clearance is
available along with the on-airport Aviator Hotel.
Home to 54 business jets, the airport
has 240,000 sq ft of hangar space that
can shelter aircraft up to a Boeing BBJ or
Airbus ACJ TwoTwenty. Farnborough’s
management is planning to increase that
capacity with a $46 million (£35 million)
development, which will add another
164,000 sq ft of climate-controlled hangar space. “Along with our outstanding
service, attention to detail, and beautiful infrastructure, we’re known for the
amount of investment we plough in the
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TOP FBOS BY CATEGORY - EUROPE, THE MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA, ASIA-PACIFIC
FBO

AIRPORT CODE

AIRPORT

LINE SERVICE

EXECUJET AUSTRALIA

YSSY

SYDNEY KINGSFORD SMITH

4.73

UNIVERSAL AVIATION

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.72

JET AVIATION

EHAM

AMSTERDAM SCHIPHOL

4.58

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

EDDM

MUNICH

4.57

BIGGIN HILL EXECUTIVE HANDLING

EGKB

BIGGIN HILL

4.47
4.47

FARNBOROUGH AIRPORT

EGLF

FARNBOROUGH

FBO

AIRPORT CODE

AIRPORT

FARNBOROUGH AIRPORT

EGLF

FARNBOROUGH

4.75

MJETS FBO

VTBD

DON MUEANG INTERNATIONAL

4.61

PASSENGER AMENITIES

ECCELSA AVIATION

LIEO

OLBIA COSTA SMERALDA

4.60

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

LSGG

GENEVA INTERNATIONAL

4.57

JET AVIATION

LSZH

ZURICH

4.55

HARRODS AVIATION

EGGW

LONDON LUTON

4.54

FBO

AIRPORT CODE

AIRPORT

FARNBOROUGH AIRPORT

EGLF

FARNBOROUGH

4.72

UNIVERSAL AVIATION

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.58

GRAFAIR JET CENTER

ESSB

STOCKHOLM CITY/BROMMA

4.38

HARRODS AVIATION

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.33

JET AVIATION

EHAM

AMSTERDAM SCHIPHOL

4.33

LONDON JET CENTRE

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.33

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

EDDM

MUNICIPALCH

4.33

FBO

AIRPORT CODE

AIRPORT

FARNBOROUGH AIRPORT

EGLF

FARNBOROUGH

4.86

ECCELSA AVIATION

LIEO

OLBIA COSTA SMERALDA

4.67

MJETS FBO

VTBD

DON MUEANG INTERNATIONAL

4.62

JET AVIATION

EHAM

AMSTERDAM SCHIPHOL

4.53

JET AVIATION

LSZH

ZURICH

4.52

FBO

AIRPORT CODE

AIRPORT

CSRS

UNIVERSAL AVIATION

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.79

SIGNATURE FLIGHT SUPPORT

EDDM

MUNICIPALCH

4.78

UNIVERSAL AVIATION

WSSL

SINGAPORE/SELETAR

4.72

PILOT AMENITIES

FACILITIES

EXECUJET AUSTRALIA

YSSY

SYDNEY KINGSFORD SMITH

4.69

LONDON JET CENTRE

EGSS

LONDON STANSTED

4.56

FARNBOROUGH AIRPORT

EGLF

FARNBOROUGH

4.54

FBOs with same overall average are listed in alphabetical order

airport to constantly improve our facilities and service,” said FBO director Dominic Osborne. As part of the project which
is expected to break ground in June, the
airport will enlarge and resurface its
apron parking areas as well as rehabilitate the existing runway to allow for more
efficient aircraft movement. Also on
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tap is an engine test bay and an equine
handling facility to accommodate the
transport of horses through the airport.
The facility, with a staff of 157, is open
from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m. weekdays, and
from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. on weekends. “It is
not at all unusual for a crew and their aircraft to be considered ‘regulars,’” Osborne

CIVIL AVIATION

Performance
enhancing solutions
for simpler and
safer operations.
CAE Civil Aviation offers business aviation training solutions, delivering premier programs
that elevate the human learning experience to provide pilots and maintenance personnel
with the knowledge, skills, tools and confidence they need to ensure your business operates
safely. Today we are creating ever better, smarter and more future-minded training solutions
— with our broad and more digitally-immersive offering, through the world’s most expansive
training facility network, and via business aviation training joint ventures that seed new
growth and opportunities, both regional and global.
www.cae.com

Tools and expertise
ensuring safer flight
and greater confidence.

told AIN. “The FBO team will know and
understand the preferences of the people,
they may even know them personally, making every visit special.”

4.61 Universal Aviation
LONDON STANSTED AIRPORT (EGSS), UK

of large aircraft visiting the UK capital.
As in last year’s survey, the location,
which has a staff of 45, earned its highest
score (4.79) in the CSR category. “Our
facility is great, but above all we are recognized for the team members in the
FBO,” Raftery told AIN, adding the staff ’s
own high standards are driven by a will to
exceed the customer’s expectations. “It’s
about driving down the customer’s operating risk and reducing their stress.”
In the age of Covid, that rang clearly
through the offering of services such as
testing at the facility or even on board
the aircraft.
The Stansted facility has been in operation since 1984 and is also home to Universal’s European operations center, which
shares information throughout the company’s handling locations worldwide. “We
have been able to keep our clients moving
safely whilst dealing with Covid regulations that were changing daily, which is a
testament to our high-performing team,”
Raftery added.

While Texas-based Universal Aviation
operates FBOs and manages general aviation terminal facilities in 10 countries
ranging from Costa Rica to China, AIN’s
readership perennially rates its FBO at
the UK’s London Stansted Airport highest.
The IS-BAH Stage 2-registered location has
a two-level 11,000-sq-ft terminal with VIP
arrival and departure lounges, conference
rooms, crew lounge and crew business cen4.51 ExecuJet Australia
ter, shower facilities, dedicated in-house SYDNEY KINGSFORD SMITH AIRPORT (YSSY),
security screening, customs and immiSYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
gration areas, and catering preparation
kitchens. “The FBO is very modern and
customer friendly with an easy flow,” said
Sean Raftery, Universal’s senior director of
international business. “We can accommodate most requests to tailor for comfort,
for example newspapers from a particular
area or a particular brand of drink.” Due
to the increased use of video conferencing needs of its customers, Universal also
upgraded the Wi-Fi system throughout For the third consecutive year, ExecuJet’s
the facility.
facility at Sydney, Australia has landed
To better handle bizliner class aircraft among the top finishers outside North
such as Boeing Business Jets and Airbus America in AIN’s FBO Survey. In operCorporate Jets, the company recently ation for 35 years, and under ExecuJet
updated its ground handling equipment management for the past 23, the location
with a new belt loader, airstairs, and a earned its top scores in the Line Service
midsize tug. Raftery noted that the air- (4.73) and CSR (4.69) categories. “We
port with its 10,000-foot runway and make a point to know each of our cli24/7 operation, is popular with operators ents, their individual needs, and what
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TOP RATED FBOS
IN EUROPE

AIRPORT
CODE

2022
OVERALL
AVERAGE

CHANGE
FROM
LAST
YEAR

AMSTERDAM
JET AVIATION

EHAM

4.46

-0.02

EDDL

4.32

-0.06

SIGNATURE FLIGHT
SUPPORT

LSGG

4.41

0.00

JET AVIATION

LSGG

4.39

0.01

FARNBOROUGH
AIRPORT

EGLF

4.67

0.01

DÜSSELDORF
JET AVIATION

GENEVA
(Formerly TAG Aviation)

LONDON
UNIVERSAL AVIATION

EGSS

4.61

0.00

LONDON JET CENTRE

EGSS

4.42

0.00

HARRODS AVIATION

EGSS

4.42

0.02

HARRODS AVIATION

EGGW

4.31

0.00

EDDM

4.48

0.00

LFPB

4.20

-0.03

LFPB

4.22

0.00

LFPB

4.21

0.00

LFPB

4.10

0.03

LFPB

4.09

0.02

LFPB

3.92

-0.02

LIEO

4.43

0.02

SIGNATURE FLIGHT
SUPPORT

LFMN

4.18

0.00

SKY VALET CANNES

LFMD

4.05

0.00

SWISSPORT
EXECUTIVE
AVIAPARTNER
EXECUTIVE

LFMN

4.01

0.00

LFMN

3.99

0.02

ESSB

4.38

0.00

EXECUJET EUROPE

LSZH

4.35

0.02

JET AVIATION

LSZH

3.93

-0.02

MUNICH
SIGNATURE FLIGHT
SUPPORT

PARIS
UNIVERSAL AVIATION
SIGNATURE FLIGHT
SUPPORT
- TERMINAL 3
ADVANCED AIR
SUPPORT
DASSAULT FALCON
SERVICES
SIGNATURE FLIGHT
SUPPORT
- TERMINAL 1
JETEX

SARDINIA
ECCELSA AVIATON

SOUTHERN FRANCE

STOCKHOLM
GRAFAIR
JET CENTER

ZURICH

FBOs with same overall average are listed in alphabetical order

makes them smile and then we replicate
this experience every time we see them,”
explained Darren McGoldrick, the company’s vice president for Asia-Pacific. “We
pride ourselves on making sure we go the
extra mile to exceed expectations whilst
upholding the highest safety standards.”

REGISTER NOW FOR EBACE2022

in this year’s event, so be sure to save the date and make plans to join your

REGISTER NOW | ebace.aero

He noted that the facility, which already
holds Stage 2 registration under IBAC’s
International Standard for Business Aviation Handling (IS-BAH), will undergo
its audit for Stage 3 this year in hopes of
becoming the first location among ExecuJet’s 23 FBOs worldwide to achieve that
level in the voluntary safety-management-system-based program of industry
best practices.
many years,” said general manager Oliver
With a staff of seven full-time and 10 part Trono. “Not only are we a close-knit group
time employees, the FBO is open every day between our staff, but we have grown
from 6 a.m. until 10 p.m., with after-hours lasting relationships with the flight crews
call out available. Its terminal has 3,230 sq that often call Munich one of their destift of passenger and crew lounges as well as nations.” He described his nine-person
a trio of A/V-equipped conference rooms staff as a group of “local friendly faces that
and a catering preparation kitchen. The know how to go the extra mile (or extra
FBO also includes on-site customs, immi- kilometer here in Germany).”
gration and quarantine services, valet parkThe location, which earned its Stage 2
ing, and crew concierge. Later this year the registration under IBAC’s International
company will embark on a refurbishment of Standard for Business Aviation Handling
its main lounge and conference areas.
(IS-BAH) last year, is staffed every day
The ExecuJet complex at Sydney Kings- from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., based on the airport
ford Smith Airport is home to its own MRO curfew, but Trono noted that the FBO sees
facility hangar along with an additional a good deal of after-hours activity from
company-managed hangar (the largest pri- medevac operations.
vate hangar on the airfield), both of which
It occupies 2,000 sq ft (180 sq m)
can shelter several ultra-long-range jets. within the airport’s general aviation terThe facility is home to eight Sydney-based, minal, along with another 4,000 sq ft
turbine-powered aircraft, and McGoldrick of shared space. The facility provides a
noted the company is in discussion with refreshment bar with soft drinks, hot bevthe airport authority on plans to expand erages and local snacks; crew lounge with
the FBO and its hangars to prepare for shower facilities and snooze room; on-site
future growth.
customs and immigration clearance; two
conference rooms; business center; and
4.48 Signature
game room, which Trono jokingly refers
to as an “international sports venue” conFlight Support
MUNICH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (EDDM), taining a pool table and foosball table
MUNICH, GERMANY
that sees some friendly competition. “We
With nearly 190 FBOs carrying the Signa- regularly watch flight crews from oppoture Flight Support name worldwide, its site corners of the world square off to see
location in the general aviation terminal at who is the victor,” he told AIN, adding,
Munich International Airport once again “We consistently listen to our customwas the chain’s highest scoring location ers and try to invest in what they would
outside of North America. The FBO, which like to see in our FBO, to make them feel
has been part of the Signature network at home.”
since 2008, garnered its highest score this
While the airport manages all hangar
year in the CSR category (4.78). “Our team facilities at the airport, which has approxhere in Munich has worked together for imately 20 based private aircraft, the
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TOP RATED FBOS
IN ASIA PACIFIC

AIRPORT
CODE

2022
OVERALL
AVERAGE

CHANGE
FROM
LAST
YEAR

BANGKOK
MJETS FBO

VTBD

4.45

-0.01

EXECUJET
AUSTRALIA

YSSY

4.51

0.01

JET AVIATION

YSSY

4.28

0.01

ZBAA

3.33

0.03

VHHH

4.23

-0.01

UNIVERSAL
AVIATION

WSSL

4.23

-0.01

JET AVIATION

WSSL

3.88

-0.01

SYDNEY

BEIJING
UNIVERSAL
AVIATOIN / CJET

HONG KONG
HONG KONG
BUSINESS
AVIATION CENTER

SINGAPORE

FBOs with same overall average are listed in alphabetical order

TOP RATED FBOS
IN MIDDLE EAST

AIRPORT
CODE

2022
OVERALL
AVERAGE

CHANGE
FROM
LAST
YEAR

DUBAI
EXECUJET
MIDDLE EAST

OMDB

4.26

0.01

JET AVIATION

OMDB

4.20

0.02

FBOs with same overall average are listed in alphabetical order

Signature facility can arrange aircraft shelter for business jets up to a Bombardier
Global 7500 based on availability.

4.46 Jet Aviation
SCHIPHOL AIRPORT (EHAM),
AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS
Jet Aviation’s location at Amsterdam’s
Schiphol Airport has held a position among
the top FBOs outside of North America
since before the facility, along with its former KLM Jet Center sister FBO in Rotterdam, was acquired in 2018. In operation
for more than three decades, the facility at
Schiphol occupies 4,800 sq ft in the airport’s
general aviation terminal, which is located
adjacent to 6,561-foot Runway 22-04, the airport’s shortest runway, predominantly used
for general and business aviation.
It includes two passenger lounges, two
crew lounges with a pool table and dart

board, beverage bar featuring everything
from soft drinks to wine and beer, computer workstations, international television channels, and on-site immigration and
customs clearance.
While the FBO does not have hangar
space of its own, it can, depending on availability, accommodate up to BBJ/ACJ-sized
aircraft through its local partners.

The location, which is Jet Aviation’s first
European FBO to offer sustainable aviation
fuel on a continual basis, earned its highest
score this year in the Line Service category
(4.58). It offers dedicated refueling and
deicing services on the ramp, and achieved
Stage 2 registration under ICAO’s International Standard for Business Aviation
Handling (IS-BAH) in January. At the time
the late Edwin Niemöller, the long-time
general manager of the facility who passed
away from a sudden illness soon after,
noted, “It’s the experience, dedication, and
passion of our handling teams that enables
them to deliver incomparable service to
our customers. We work to get the aircraft
serviced for safe, timely departures, every
time, and continue to focus on our safety
performance and sustainability goals.”
The facility, which is open normally
from 6 a.m. until 11 p.m. daily, has a staff of
28. Joao Martins, the service provider’s v-p
of regional European FBO operations, told
AIN that despite the challenges brought
by the pandemic, “the team has done a
remarkable job. Not only have they managed to maintain the highest service standards under these difficult circumstances,
but they also raised our safety standard to
IS-BAH Stage 2 while further expanding
a i n o n l i n e .c o m \ May 202 2 \ Aviation International News
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our service offering with SAF and book
and claim. This kind of achievement is
truly commendable.”

4.54 MJets FBO
DON MUEANG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(VTBD), BANGKOK, THAILAND
MJets, a service provider at Don Mueang
International Airport in Thailand’s capital, maintains its position as the top-rated
FBO in Asia, according to AIN’s readers.
The company has been in operation for
more than a decade, and its 26,000-sq-ft,
two-story terminal opened in 2016. Garnering the location its highest score in
the Facilities category (4.62), the FBO is
open 24/7 and features on-site customs,
immigration, and quarantine clearance
with visa availability on arrival, a crew
suite with three sofa beds and shower
facilities, a 3,400-sq-ft executive lounge
that can accommodate up to 75 guests at
a time, private passenger lounge, conference rooms, and concierge. Private security services can also be arranged through
the FBO.
“MJets is known for the ability to process
both inbound and outbound passenger formalities and flows within an abnormally
short timeframe,” explained CEO Natthapatr Sibunruang. “Normally a passenger
will spend less than seven minutes in the
terminal for formality and screening process before boarding the aircraft for international trips.”
Recognized for its stringent safety standards, the company, which has a staff of
167, holds Stage 3 registrations in IBAC’s
International Standard for Business Aviation Handling (IS-BAH) on its FBO side,

28

and International Standard for Business
Aviation Operations (IS-BAO) for its aircraft charter and management division.
The complex, home to 17 turbinepowered aircraft, has four hangars ranging
to 32,300 sq ft; the latter can shelter a pair
of BBJ- or ACJ-class aircraft. MJets also
operates an FAA Part 145 repair station and
provides AOG support for aircraft throughout the region. With a recent uptick in
business, Sibunruang hinted that his company may be expanding to other areas.

4.43 Eccelsa Aviation
OLBIA COSTA SMERALDA AIRPORT (LIEO),
SARDINIA, ITALY

Olbia Costa Smeralda Airport is the main
access point on the northern side of the
Italian island of Sardinia, a major leisure
destination, and its lone FBO, Eccelsa
Aviation, is owned by the same company
that manages the airport.
Its 48,400-sq-ft terminal opened in
2009, and in addition to the normal slate
of FBO amenities, such as a passenger
lounge, pilot lounge and snooze room,
porte cochere, and 12-seat A/V-equipped
conference room, the facility also offers
a VIP lounge with private entrance,
lounge bar, and an indoor summer patio,
all of which contributed to the location’s
score of 4.67 in the Facilities category.
Olbia was the first airport in Italy to
establish an on-site Covid testing center,
according to FBO manager Francesco
Cossu, “therefore lifting the passenger
from the very much unwanted burden
of having to find, in a foreign country
and out of their own device, a place to
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take the required test and comply with
the rules.”
As well, the FBO offers luxury shopping
opportunities to its customers, with half
of its space leased to businesses including an eyewear store, a clothing vendor,
a wine and spirits merchant, a delicatessen, a Bombardier sales office, charter
providers for private jets and helicopters, and an office of the San Marino Aircraft Registry.
As a highly seasonal destination, the
FBO has no permanently based aircraft,
but during the summer peak, it will have
several jets take up residence. To accommodate them, the FBO has a 51,670-sq-ft
hangar that can shelter BBJ- and ACJclass aircraft.
The airport is working on a ramp
expansion program for the FBO, which is
expected to be completed by the end of
the year. While Cossu noted the location is
known for having never turned any aircraft
away due to overcrowding, he added that
it has become “rather challenging on some
occasions,” and the new addition will help
alleviate the situation.
In the summer season, the facility,
which is currently undergoing review to
achieve IS-BAH registration, is open 24/7
and has a staff of 50. After-hours service is
on request.

4.42 Harrods Aviation
LONDON STANSTED AIRPORT (EGSS), UK
The London area is well represented in this
year’s AIN FBO Survey, with three locations occupying the top tier of facilities
outside of North America. Among them is
Harrods Aviation at Stansted Airport.
At Stansted, the company occupies
the original permanent airport terminal building built in the late ‘60s. Open
24/7, it offers three separate customer
lounges: a head-of-state lounge with private bathroom facilities and direct ramp
access, a VVIP lounge with a full bar and
hot and cold beverages, and a business
lounge. In addition, it features on-site

security, customs, and immigration clearance, conference room, pilot lounge with
snooze rooms and IT-supported work
area, driver rest area, private vehicle ramp
access, and crew transfer service. As well
the company provides concierge services
not only for passengers but for the crew
as well. “We acknowledge and respect that

our customer is not only the person sitting in the luxury leather seats in the main
cabin of the aircraft, but also the pilots,
engineers, and operational staff who make
the true magic happen,” explained Will
Holroyd, director of sales and marketing.
“We are there to support them every mile
of the flight.”
The location shared its highest score
between the Facilities and CSR categories (4.48) this year, evidence of the
parent company’s influence. “The iconic
Knightsbridge store sets the bar incredibly high with regards to customer service,” said Holroyd. “It is our duty and
honor to meet and exceed these high
standards.”

Above & Beyond
PERSON

FBO

AIRPORT
CODE

Alex Hermoso

Sky Valet

LEPA

Francesco Cossu

Eccelsa

LIEO

Kathya Botelho

Omni Handling

LPCS

Mark Shields

Universal Aviation

EIDW

Nathalie Andriot

Signature Flight
Support - Terminal 1

LFPB

Paula Chaudry

Gama Aviation

OMSJ

Sean Chan

Hong Kong Business
Aviation Center

VHHH

Shane Field

Jet Aviation

YBBN

Stone Chau

TAG Aviation

VMMC

The above FBO staff members were recognized multiple times for
going “Above & Beyond” in the field of customer service.

FBO survey rules and methodology
This report on AIN’s FBO survey covers fixed base operations outside of North America.
History
AIN has been conducting surveys since 1981,
asking about the service that FBOs provide
their customers and reporting the results
from these annual surveys. Initially, we sent
out a paper survey questionnaire by mail to
qualified subscribers in the U.S.—pilots, flight
attendants, and dispatchers—the people who
use or make arrangements with FBOs. In later
years, qualified subscribers in the remainder
of North America and the rest of the world
were added to the survey.
In 2006 we moved the FBO survey online.
We have continued to add FBOs each year
and now offer respondents a comprehensive
list of 4,500 FBOs worldwide.
The Survey
The FBO Survey site allows subscribers to
keep a list of personalized FBOs and from this
list they can easily change or affirm a prior rating and leave an updated comment.
The scores in this report and on our website
reflect the cumulative average of scores from

2014 through today. Only the most recent rating
of an FBO is counted on a per-user basis and
only FBOs that have received 20 or more ratings are eligible for their scores to be published.
From April 1, 2021, until Feb. 4, 2022, we
asked subscribers to update and give new
ratings for FBOs they had visited in the preceding 12 months. We contacted readers via
email and announcements in our enewsletters. The bulk of this promotion took place
from Dec. 1, 2021 through Feb. 4, 2022.
The FBO survey site asks readers to evaluate FBOs they visited the previous year in five
categories: line service; passenger amenities;
pilot amenities; facilities; and customer service representatives (CSRs). For each of these
categories, the participant is asked to assign
a number from 1 to 5, 1 being the lowest and 5
being the highest.
Observations
Each year we review ratings to ensure their
accuracy. On our new site we have a system
to flag, review, and, if necessary, remove

ratings identified as dubious by factors such
as email address, IP address, and concentration of scores.
Score Calculations
An FBO’s overall average is calculated by adding all the individual category ratings received
by that FBO and dividing the resulting sum
by the total number of all category ratings
received by the FBO. In other words, if a particular FBO was evaluated by 50 people (and
assuming that all 50 evaluators gave that FBO
a rating in each of the five categories), then
the FBO would receive a total of 250 category
ratings. These 250 category ratings are added
together and then the sum is divided by 250
to arrive at the overall average for this particular FBO.
Overall averages are calculated using the
cumulative average of all ratings given from
2014 through the present. This year’s results
will show an FBO’s increase or decrease versus that FBO’s cumulative rating from one
year ago.
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Survey: most FBOs saw fuel sales bump in 2021
B Y CUR T E P S T E I N

Nearly three-quarters of the FBOs in the
“After the Covid-induced recession of
The survey also asked FBO operaU.S. and Canada saw higher fuel sales 2020, there appears to be a very rapid recov- tors what they believe are the greatest
last year than they did in 2020, according ery in fuel sales for most FBOs responding challenges currently facing the industry.
to Aviation Business Strategies Group’s to our survey,” explained company co- Among them are inflation and higher fuel
(ABSG) annual FBO fuel sales survey and principal and industry veteran John Entick- prices affecting traffic flow; the ability to
industry forecast. The company’s forecast nap. “In fact, many FBOs are reporting attract and keep employees, along with the
was released on the eve of NBAA’s Sched- fuel sales equal to, if not greater than, pre- costs associated with training a more tranuler’s and Dispatchers Conference, which pandemic levels recorded in 2019.”
sient staff; higher business costs, including
took place in San Diego, California, and
However, ABSG co-principal Ron Jack- insurance and employee wages and benemarked the first time the show was held in son noted that it is not a situation of a fits; increased government regulations, airperson since 2020.
rising tide lifting all boats. “Of the FBOs port fees, and taxes; and major disruptions
Underlining the post-Covid boom in reporting, 16 percent said they had a in the supply chain.
private aviation flight activity, 40 percent decrease in fuel sales in 2021 compared
ABSG predicts that the price of aviation
of the survey respondents indicated they to 2020, while 13 percent indicated about fuel will experience uncertainty for the rest
saw more than an 8 percent improve- the same fuel sales.” Some locations that of the year with upward price pressure on
ment in fuel sales year-over-year, while an depend on avgas sales reported headwinds the price of crude oil repeatedly breaking
additional 32 percent said their sales had due to a depressed flight training market the $100 per barrel threshold and spikes
increased between 1 and 7 percent.
and fuel supply disruptions, he added.
of as high as $130 a barrel on the major
indexes. “Until the war in Ukraine is settled
and a realistic global view on oil demand
is established, expect a continued up and
down pricing cycle with occasional wild
swings,” the company cautioned. It advised
FBO operators to be particularly mindful
of their inventory and adjust fuel margins
regularly to keep pace with the fluctuations.
As well, with concerns still swirling
around Covid, ABSG explained that aircraft
operators, particularly those who fly internationally, will tend to favor service providers
with an in-place safety management system
and/or an IS-BAH registration. These facilities are perceived to have imposed stricter
health and safety measures, ABSG said.
With all these variables, 64 percent of
FBO respondents expect to see an increase
in fuel sales over 2021, with 11 percent
expecting more than an 8 percent rise.
Nearly one-quarter expect their sales to
remain static, while 11 percent are planning
!"#$%&'()*+,"+'&-).&/01/2"+'&)3&"-#+4)*-4&$)01/)566)7&/#&$
for a decline in sales volume.
!"#$%&'()$*+,-",'&.*/&01203",'&*4&".#,5*+.5&$*#,'0&"$&*'06#$&*$7&&.$*%8*9:*
ABSG asked FBOs whether they will offer
(,2;$*";*&<6"=*72>&0*$&;;#,5$?*&@;&,.*0",5&?*",.*0&.6'&*$;"==*$7&&.$*120*5&,;=&0*
-",.=#,5A*B$,);*#;*;#3&*;2*#,C&$;*#,*"*!"#$%&'(*/&01203",'&*D8$;&3*120*8260*E#,5*F#0*
sustainable
aviation fuel this year to cusGHHI
(800) 537-7277 | sales@raisbeck.com | raisbeck.com
tomers. Only 1 percent responded affirmatively, while 20 percent are undecided.
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Textron Aviation certifies, delivers first M2 Gen2
B Y JE R R Y SIE BE N M A R K

Textron Aviation has received FAA type
certification and made the first delivery
of its Cessna Citation M2 Gen2 business
jet, the Wichita airframer announced on
April 4. Plans for the seven-passenger M2
Gen2 were unveiled at the 2021 NBAABACE in Las Vegas.
California-based Elite Team Offices took
delivery of the upgraded light twin and will
use it for travel to its multiple locations and
projects across the U.S. for landscape, landscape management, renewable energy civil
grading, and vertical and development construction operations. “Knowing we can get to
any project we have across the United States
in hours seems unbelievable and amazing at
the same time,” said Elite Team owner Guy
Stockbridge. “We are looking forward to

Textron Aviation
announced plans
for the Cessna
Citation M2 Gen2
at the 2021 NBAABACE in Las Vegas.

flying out of Wichita in our new M2 Gen2 jet ambient accent lighting; illuminated cupstraight to one of our solar projects in Ari- holders; wireless charging and USB-A and
zona and be at home on the same day.”
USB-C ports at each cabin seat; and three
Upgrades to the $5.85 million M2 Gen2 inches more legroom for the co-pilot’s seat.
include a choice of four interiors; redePowered by two Williams International
signed sidewall ledges; a mix of more dura- FJ44 engines, the M2 Gen2 cruises up to
ble flooring, including wood and carpet; 404 knots and has a range of 1,550 nm.

!"#FBO#IN#THE#AMERICAS!!|!!TPA!!|!!TAMPA$#FL

Thank you for ranking Sheltair as the best FBO Network in the %&%%#AIN FBO Survey.
TOP#'(!BJC!|!FLL!|!JAX!!!!!!TOP#"&(#ORL!!!!!#TOP#%&(#DAB!|!SAV!|!PIE!|!PMP
ABOVE#&#BEYOND!Ashley Rainer (BJC) | Celine Cannizzaro (FOK) | Gregory Chomko (PIE) | Jasmine Gonzalez (DAB)
Johanna Echeto (ORL) | Kaysha Strong (JAX) | Kyann Nible" (JAX) | Lita Tanner (FLL) | Marlena Taylor (SAV)
Michelle Nickerson (TPA) | Yascara Sanchez (LAL)

shelt airavi at i on.com
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WAI draws large crowds
as focus shifts to workforce
B Y K E R R Y LY N C H

ANDREW ZABACK/WAI

The 33rd edition of the Women in Aviation International (WAI) annual conference wrapped up on March 19 in Nashville,
Tennessee, after hosting more than 4,500
attendees from 16 countries and awarding
103 scholarships totaling $473,000. Declaring “We’re Back,” organizers called the
in-person three-day show one of WAI’s
largest events. It followed a conference
held virtually in 2021.
“We are so excited to be back in person,”
said WAI CEO Allison McKay after cutting
the ribbon to open the exhibition. “All of
the energy of the people [here] can’t be
matched virtually as attendees come back
together to network, learn from each other,
and eventually get a job.”
The exhibition drew an international
WAI 2022 opened to a packed floor with 4,500 registrants.
audience with attendees arriving from Singapore, Belize, Ghana, Nigeria, Brazil, and organizations like WAI are vital at expandAt the conclusion of the show, DebGermany, among other countries. Nearly ing the reach.”
orah Hecker, American Airlines senior
70 percent of the attendees were women.
The opening day of WAI2022 featured manager of flight operations—policy and
The exhibit hall, which remained packed nearly two dozen industry briefings, during procedures, stepped in as the new WAI
throughout the show, featured 176 orga- which prospective employers outlined board chair.
nizations from all segments of aviation, positions available and the qualifications
WAI signed an agreement with the Civil
including the drone industry.
they require. Employers ranged from Part Air Patrol during the convention to collaboThe conference—which has served as 121 carriers such as Delta Air Lines and Jet- rate on efforts to foster interest in aviation
a key venue for hiring as well as award- Blue to business aviation companies such and flight opportunities for youth, as well
ing scholarships—took on a heightened as Flexjet and NetJets. In addition, manu- as to share educational resources. Meanrole this year as job openings have soared. facturers like Textron Aviation and Boeing while, the presentation of scholarships
“Right now, our industry is in a situation and training organizations like FlightSafety from WAI and many other organizations,
where it has never previously found itself International hosted briefings. These brief- which has become a key part of the conferwith the number of open positions and ings drew a significant number of male, as ence, continued throughout the three days,
the need for employees across all career well as female, jobseekers.
pushing the total awarded over the years
fields and industry segments,” McKay told
Audience members at a Meet and Greet through the event to nearly $14.5 million.
AIN. “It is more important than ever that the WAI Board session asked about the
Carrying the theme of “Connect, Engage,
we bring people together to connect them need to fill openings and diversify the work- Inspire,” WAI2022 hosted dozens of educawith their potential employers.
force. Linda Markham, president and CEO tional sessions, workshops, and seminars.
“This is an opportunity to change the of Cape Air and the outgoing WAI chair at Many addressed professional development,
face of aviation,” she added. “There have the conference, said, “We’ve never seen it from building a resume to creating a circle
never been so many open positions that like this,” and stressed the importance of for success, while others focused on mencan be filled by a diverse audience, and students moving forward with their training. torship and inspiring leadership.
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Afghan pilot Niloofar Rahmani
inspires at WAI
Niloofar Rahmani began her keynote speech
humbly: “Basically, my story is nothing [compared with] every amazing person I have met
during my journey here,” she told attendees
at the 33rd annual International Women in
Aviation Conference. “I’m so honored.”
Yet the audience at the full March 18
general session at the conference in Nashville already knew better, having watched
a short video detailing Rahmani’s story of
becoming the first female fixed-wing pilot
for the Afghan Air Force.
She was encouraged by her father to
earn her wings in 2013 at the age of 21.
But in doing so, she lost her anonymity
and security, “In my country, there are no

PAULA_GRUBB/WAI

B Y K E R R Y LY N C H

N IL O OFA R R A HM A N I
F OR ME R A F G H A N A IR F ORC E P IL O T

rights for the females, no rights for the
females being in the military, no rights
being a pilot,” she had said during her
opening video. “And I wanted to be the

first. I wanted to be an example for other
women behind me. I am the same human
that the men are.”
Death threats from the Taliban against
Rahmani and her family forced her to
seek asylum in the U.S., but she continues
to raise awareness for women’s plight in
Afghanistan. “If I don’t fight for my rights,
who is going to do it? If I don’t fight for my
rights now, when am I going to do it?”
She concluded with an inspirational
message to the audience: “I challenge
everyone, every one of you to just fight
your fears and just welcome [your dreams].
And don’t be scared of them…I will never
let anyone clip my wings again.”

The 33rd annual Women in Aviation International
Conference brought back Girls in Aviation Day,
which featured 21 activity stations designed to
highlight a variety of aerospace careers to youth
between the ages of 8 and 17. The event drew
200 girls, their chaperones, and 100 volunteers—reaching its capacity.
The attendees were treated to a range of
activities from a virtual reality simulator of an
F-35 that spotlighted possibilities for the armed
services to a drone remote control tent.
While several flight simulator options were
available, a key to Girls in Aviation Day is to
emphasize the breadth of career choices. As
such, the event also included options displaying
manufacturing possibilities (3D printing pens),
air traffic control careers (an ATC simulator),
and maintenance (a parts matching game and
a wiring safety activity demonstrated through

bracelet making). Among 13 organizations running the stations, NATA hosted an activity that
incorporated aircraft parking training with bright
orange marshalling wands. And, in promoting
aircraft completions opportunities, attendees
were able to decorate stickers that were affixed
to a model of an Embraer Legacy to be showcased at Nashville International Airport.
For older participants, a college fair provided answers about different pathways, while
a panel was held highlighting seven aviation
careers. This year’s luncheon speaker was
Sara Langberg, an aeromechanical engineer
and one of the designers of the Ingenuity Mars
Helicopter. Not only were attendees able to
decide where on Mars they’d like to live based
on a giant map, but they were able to learn
about Langberg’s participation in the program
and see footage from the expedition.
K.L.

WAI

WAI GIRLS IN AVIATION DAY DRAWS CAPACITY PARTICIPATION

Making a robotic shovel do their bidding
was one of the activities at the WAI Girls in
Aviation Day event.
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Advisory board calls for measures
to narrow aviation’s gender gap
B Y K E R R Y LY N C H

SCREENSHOT: KERRY LYNCH

The Women in Aviation Advisory Board
(WIAAB) in March moved to “change the
system,” signing off on 55 recommendations surrounding culture, recruitment,
retention, advancement, and data to draw
more females into the industry.
Congress established the 30-member
WIAAB in the FAA Reauthorization Act of
2018 to address the long-standing gender
gap in the aviation workforce. Comprising
industry and academic leaders, the WIAAB
found that, with the exception of flight
attendants, women represent 20 percent or
fewer of most major aviation job categories.
Leading into the final meeting of the
board, several members participated in
The Women in Aviation Advisory Board convened in a live broadcast with the FAA on March 21,
a Changing the Face of Aviation panel 2022, which was streamed on YouTube and Facebook. Fifty-Five recommendations were made by
during the Women in Aviation Interna- the board to the FAA on cultural change, recruitment/retention efforts, and data collection to close
tional Conference to discuss some of the
the large gender gap in the aviation industry.
research generating the recommendations. They highlighted a quote from the CEOs, and 2.6 percent of maintenance is no one person group or entity that will
book Upstream: “Every system is perfectly technicians are women. Lutte called those be able to change those results.” It must be
designed to give us the results we get.”
the “big three”—the areas where the great- a collective effort, she said.
Becky Lutte, associate professor for the est gender gap exists.
“Each one of us has the opportunity to
University of Nebraska at Omaha Aviation
The board further found that “for the last influence the culture in our organizations
Institute, added, “Those are the results 60 years, the introduction of women into and in this industry to make it better,”
that we get now. Therefore, our board’s aviation—in nearly every functional spe- Banglesdorf said.
goal is, and our call is, it’s time to change cialty—has been stagnant.” For commercial
The WIAAB pointed to culture as a key barthe system.”
pilots, the numbers have increased but the rier in attracting and retaining women, beginAfter digging into “dozens and dozens” of percentage represented by women has gone ning with a lack of encouragement to pursue
research reports and conducting interviews, up about 1 percent a decade. “This is what the industry and few visible female aviation
the board found that the data on women in we call the flat-line effect,” Lutte said.
role models for young girls. On the retention
the aviation workplace is inadequate, Lutte
Her concern about the data is that it is side, research has found that 38 percent of
said. “In order to talk about moving the limited in the jobs tracked. Moreover, data surveyed women in aviation reported considnumbers, we have to know where we are. on women in the workforce is now broken ering leaving the industry because of a poor
What gets measured, gets done.”
down by race or ethnicity, she said.
family and work-life balance. Another top reaOf the existing data, the board discovWhile striving to change the system, son is negative workplace culture.
ered that women represented between 11 Rene Banglesdorf, founder of the Aviation
“We all have the power to influence and
to 20 percent of the aerospace engineers, Collective and co-founder of Charlie Bravo inspire,” said Yvette Rose, senior v-p for
airport managers, and dispatcher work- Aviation, stressed, “No one person group the Cargo Airline Association, who sits
force. Notably, 4.6 percent of air transport or entity has created the system that has on a separate but similar Youth Access
pilots, 3 percent of aviation organization yielded these results. And, therefore, there to American Jobs in Aviation Task Force.
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Early research in that task force under- noting that there are many options from
scored the need to introduce aviation to four-year programs to trade schools.
youth and to start early, she said.
Donati added, “There are major gaps in
As for recruitment, United Aviate Acad- our system and we as an industry and also
emy CEO Dana Donati remarked that in as government, need to work together to
exploring state initiatives, none were the come to our educators and make sure that
same. “Nobody is doing the same thing and they understand what the process looks
that’s a problem because nobody knows like after graduation.”
what to talk about, how to approach it,”
Kelly Jost, managing engineer for C&S
she said, adding, “Guidance counselors and Companies, discussed the importance of
teachers need to know what the tools are, mentoring as a key means to retain women
how to approach aviation to actually set in aviation. Research has shown that
our students up for success.”
women tend to leave aviation because they
Research further found that counselors feel pushed out while men leave because
rarely pointed to aviation as a possibility yet they were pulled out to other opportunities.
girls who have gone into aviation typically “Mentoring is a big deal,” because it can prowere introduced to it during their youth. vide confidence and highlight opportunities,
Also, little information is available about she said. “We need to recruit, we need to
the pathways into aviation jobs, Donati said, retain, and then we need to advance,” Jost

said. Other areas discovered were the need
for “communities of support.”
Pam Williams, director of academy services for United Aviate Academy, further
emphasized, “this is not about pointing
fingers. This is about charting a new pathway.” Williams noted that United Aviate
Academy opened its doors in 2021 and has
51 percent women enrolled. She said many
companies have a number of initiatives to
diversify the workforce and they should
be highlighted.
“Now is the time for us to make the
change that we want to see,” Williams said.
“We are in the middle of massive hiring for
pilots for the aviation industry. And if we
get this thing right, what you see in this
room [at the WAI sessions] will be the
norm. This is what we’re aiming for.”

King Schools co-owners and chairs John and
Martha King, among those who awarded scholarships during WAI2022 in March, stressed the
importance of fostering women’s careers in
aviation and praised Women in Aviation International for its dedication to encouraging the
future of female aviators.
“More people have been inspired and
supported by Women in Aviation than any
other aviation organization. That’s been a big
change,” John King told AIN, calling WAI his
favorite aviation organization. He praised the
nearly $14.5 million in scholarships that have
been awarded through WAI. “Those scholarships change people’s lives,” he remarked.
Martha added, “A lot of people’s lives.”
And backing up that sentiment, they are
regular sponsors of scholarships, presenting
the 2022 Martha King Scholarship for Women
Flight Instructors to Charnell Walls of Oklahoma.
The scholarship is valued at more than $18,000,
including $5,000 of financial assistance as well
as lifetime access to the entire King Schools

JOHN RIEDEL/WAI

KINGS UNDERSCORE NEED TO SUPPORT WOMEN AVIATORS

John and Martha King awarded the 2022 Martha King Scholarship
for Women Flight Instructors to Charnell Walls.
online course library of more than 85 courses.
Both Kings believe that drawing more
women into aviation boosts safety. Over the
past 50 years “the culture of aviation” has
changed, John King said, noting that the focus
used to be on physical skills and the desire to

be a “He-Man” pilot. He pointed to a U.S. Army
study that has shown having just one woman in
the flight deck improves the accident rate “tremendously.” Martha King added it didn’t matter
whether the woman was the captain or co-pilot,
that presence still made a difference.
K.L.
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Wally Funk wins 2021 NAA
Stinson trophy

WAI CONFERENCE
HONORS FEMALE
AVIATION PIONEERS

CHRISTOPHER MILLER/WAI

B Y K A I T W IL S O N

The National Aeronautic Association (NAA) presented Wally Funk with the 2021 Katherine and
Marjorie Stinson Trophy on March 17 at the WAI conference.
The National Aeronautic Association
(NAA) presented Wally Funk with the
2021 Katherine and Marjorie Stinson Trophy at a March 17 reception at the opening
night of the 33rd annual Women in Aviation International conference. Created in
1997, the NAA award recognizes a living
person for “an outstanding and enduring
contribution to the role of women in the
field of aviation, aeronautics, space, or
related sciences.”
Funk took her first flight lesson at age
nine and at 16 began flight school at Stephens College in Columbia, Missouri. She
later became the first female civilian flight
instructor at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, and has
soloed more than 700 students.
In the 1960s, she was selected to
undergo preliminary astronaut testing as
part of a research project evaluating women’s physiological readiness for space. Funk
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and the other female participants, however,
were ineligible for space flight at the time
because of their gender and became known
as the Mercury 13.
On July 20, 2021, at the age of 82, Funk
achieved her lifelong dream of spaceflight
as a member aboard the suborbital mission of Blue Origin’s New Shepard capsule.
She made history as the only “Fellow Lady
Astronaut Trainee” to fly in space and the
oldest person at the time to travel to space.
She was also the first female to become
a National Transportation Safety Board
air safety inspector and the first female
FAA inspector.
At the reception, Funk was recognized
for “blazing trails for women in aviation
and spaceflight and inspiring the next generation of aerospace professionals.” Upon
receiving the award, she exclaimed: “I love
my life.”
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The 33rd annual Women in Aviation International conference concluded March 19
with a banquet honoring the WAI Pioneer
Hall of Fame inductees. Since the previous conference was held virtually, the ceremony also recognized 2021 honorees.
Pioneer Hall of Fame inductees for 2022
are hometown hero and Women Airforce
Service Pilots (WASP) aviator Cornelia Clark
Fort, U.S. Navy Capt. Rosemary Bryant Mariner, and U.S. Air Force Col. Peggy Phillips.
In 1941 Clark Fort became Nashville’s
first female flight instructor. A few months
later, while conducting a civilian training flight near Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, on
December 7, Clark Fort was the first U.S.
pilot to encounter the Japanese air fleet
during the attack on Pearl Harbor. She
and her student narrowly escaped a midair with Japanese aircraft.
Bryant Mariner became a private pilot at
17 and became the first woman admitted to
the Purdue University professional pilot program. After graduation, she was selected in
the first group of women to train as naval
aviators in 1973. Bryant Mariner received
her Navy wings of gold in June 1974 and
became the first military woman to qualify
in a tactical jet, the A-4 Skyhawk, in 1975.
She notched many female firsts from flying
the A-7E Corsair II, qualifying as a surface
warfare officer, and commanding an operational aviation squadron.
Phillips was the first woman selected
by the 702nd Military Airlift Squadron to
attend undergraduate pilot training. She
later became the first female C-17 squadron commander and was promoted to the
rank of colonel. She was the first female
reserve pilot to serve as director of mobility forces supporting the Hurricane Katrina
Operation.
K.W.

De Havilland launches DHC-515 Firefighter
B Y K E R R Y LY N C H

De Havilland Aircraft of Canada is moving
ahead with the DHC-515 Firefighter program, with letters of intent in hand for the
first 22 from European customers. Viking
Aircraft, which was recently folded into the
De Havilland brand by parent Longview
Aviation Capital, had acquired the CL-214
and CL-415 programs in 2016 and had since
been mulling bringing a new waterbomber
to production. However, the pandemic
pushed back launch of what was originally
called the CL-515.
De Havilland said the DHC-515 Firefighter turboprop twin will build on its
predecessor aircraft but incorporate
improvements for increased functionality.
The DHC-515 will be capable of carrying
nearly 700,000 liters of water into a fire

De Havilland’s newest waterbomber.
zone per day. In addition, as an amphibian aircraft, it can refill in 12 seconds from
nearby sources such as rivers and lakes,
instead of needing to return to an airport
for additional water.
“After an extensive business and technical review, we are pleased to announce
that we have launched the De Havilland

DHC-515 Firefighter program, which will
involve negotiating contracts with our
European customers and ramping up for
production,” said De Havilland Canada
CEO Brian Chafe.
Plans call to begin delivery by the middle of the decade on the initial orders,
which are pending completion of government-to-government negotiations through
the government of Canada’s contracting
agency, the Canadian Commercial Corp.
Deliveries beyond the initial 22 would
begin by the end of the decade.
Final assembly will take place at the
company’s Calgary, Alberta facilities, where
it currently supports the CL-214 and CL-415.
De Havilland anticipates the need to hire
up to 500 people for the program.

Did you know?

Sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) is designed as a ‘drop-in’ fuel
when blended up to 50% with traditional jet fuel.
, it is safe to use in existing aircraft.

Find out more

Visit us at
EBACE, stand B55
23 - 25 May 2022
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Daher launches upgraded TBM 960
at Sun ‘n Fun Aerospace Expo
Daher took the wraps off its latestgeneration TBM turboprop single—the
TBM 960—on April 5 at the Sun ’n Fun
Aerospace Expo in Lakeland, Florida,
where it also displayed the first production example. Replacing the TBM 940 in
the company’s lineup, the approximately
$4.57 million aircraft sports a more efficient Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6E-66XT
engine with a five-blade composite propeller and digital e-throttle.
With the new aircraft’s launch, Daher’s
TBM family is now offered in two versions—the TBM 910 and 960. Daher said
EASA certification of the 960 is already
in hand, while FAA approval is pending.
Deliveries of the new model are expected
to begin by July.
An optional Prestige cabin package ups
the price to about $4.8 million and adds a
new environmental control system (ECS),
LED ambience lighting, and electronically-dimmable windows. This premium
cabin also includes a passenger comfort display for control of the ECS, LED
lights, and dimmable windows and other
enhancements such as new ergonomically
enhanced seats, USB-A and -C power plugs,
cupholders, and headset hangers at each of
the airplane’s six seats.
“The TBM 960 is the quintessential
TBM, representing the fifth evolution of
our very fast turboprop aircraft family
since the TBM 900-series’ introduction in
2014,” said Nicolas Chabbert, senior v-p
of Daher’s aircraft division. “It takes the
maximum advantage of today’s turboprop
technology to provide digital control of the
engine and the propeller.”
According to Daher, the PT6E-66XT’s
startup is fully automated after a singleswitch activation. Further, the e-throttle
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CHAD TRAUTVETTER

B Y C H A D T R AU T V E T T E R

Daher’s new TBM 960 features a more efficient P&WC PT6E-66XT
turboprop engine, five-blade Hartzell composite propeller, and an upgraded cabin.
power lever uses a single forward position have a 221-pound increase in mtow, to
from takeoff to landing, with the dual- 7,615 pounds, to help offset the 140-pound
channel digital engine and propeller heavier Prestige interior.
electronic control system optimizing powOn the flight deck, the new TBM
erplant performance throughout the flight retains the 940’s Garmin G3000 avionics
envelope, reducing pilot workload, and suite with electronic stability and protecincreasing the engine life.
tion, underspeed protection, emergency
Fully integrated into the propulsion descent mode, and HomeSafe autoland
system, the Hartzell Raptor five-blade pro- functions, but adds Garmin GWX 8000
peller is specifically designed to reduce doppler weather radar with lightning and
overall weight and improve the TBM 960’s hail prediction and turbulence detection. It
takeoff distance, climb, and cruise speed, is also the first application for the Garmin
in addition to limiting noise and vibra- GDL 60 data transmitter, which allows
tion. Its sound level during takeoff is 76.4 automatic database uploads and links with
decibels, meeting stringent international mobile devices.
noise standards.
A fifth TBM paint scheme—Sirocco,
Performance is roughly the same as “ b a s e d o n t h e c r e a t i v i t y o f Fr e n c h
the TBM 940, including a 330-knot top designer Alexandre Echasseriau,” accordspeed at FL280 and max range of 1,730 ing to Daher—has also been added for the
nm at 252 knots. The Model 960 does TBM 960.
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ForeFlight raises prices;
enhances W&B and hazard advisor
B Y M AT T T HUR BE R

ForeFlight has added new functionality to
Another recent addition to ForeFlight is
its mobile app’s weight and balance and for subscribers to Jeppesen charts, allowhazard advisor features and announced new ing viewing and planning flights with North
prices that became effective on March 22.
Atlantic, Pacific, and Australian organized
Enhanced weight and balance makes it tracks on Jeppesen IFR en route charts.
easier for pilots to update an aircraft’s load- This is available with Performance Plus
ing at the last minute—for example, when plans, and pilots can add the tracks to their
there is a change in the number of pas- route using the “include track” option in
sengers or cargo load near takeoff time. A the route advisor constraints menu.
new “Weight & Balance” link in the Flights
ForeFlight has raised the three individual
payload section gives instant access to the tier prices to $120 for Basic Plus (from $100);
weight and balance profile, allowing editing $240 for Pro Plus (from $200); and $360 for
of any elements without having to open the Performance Plus (from $300). Legacy Basic
aircraft’s separate weight and balance page. and Pro subscription plans are no longer
The new weight and balance is an available, even under “grandfathered” status.
optional ForeFlight Labs feature; users can
switch it off and use the existing system.
Users will need to migrate their aircraft
profiles to use enhanced weight and balance. The feature will become a permanent
part of ForeFlight later this year.
Hazard advisor now includes an altitude
preview function, allowing pilots to plot a
path around high terrain before and during
a flight. It also lets them see how different
altitudes affect terrain clearance. Available
with Pro Plus and above subscriptions, hazard advisor matches the aircraft’s actual GPS
altitude while in the air, though the user can
still manipulate the altitude slider to see
how terrain clearance changes, including in
the profile view.
When flight planning, hazard advisor
always matches the planned altitude whenever it is changed. This includes when
using the altitude advisor, route advisor, or
selecting an aircraft with a different default
altitude. An interesting aspect of this new
feature is that in profile view, the user can
move the slider up and down and simultaneously see how both the planned altitude and
changed altitude look compared to terrain.

In a FAQ response on its website,
Boeing-owned ForeFlight explained the
new prices: “In the more than five years
since we introduced the plus plans, we’ve
worked hard to continually add value
for all customers while keeping prices
unchanged. We’re making this adjustment now to reflect our ever-growing investments to give you the most
advanced integrated flight app available.
We remain as committed as ever to our
mission of making your flight planning
easier and your flying safer and more
enjoyable, and we sincerely appreciate
your business.”
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News from AEA 2022
B Y M AT T T HUR BE R

FreeFlight Systems is in the final stages of
obtaining FAA Technical Standard Order
(TSO) approval for its Terrain series 5Gresistant radar altimeters. The company
planned to submit all required paperwork
for the TSO in early April, and approval
was expected to follow shortly.
At the Aircraft Electronics Association
convention in New Orleans, FreeFlight
president Tony Rios noted that the Terrain
series radar altimeters provide an “AMOC
radius” of 0.1 nm or better. Most existing
radar altimeters, including FreeFlight’s
earlier products, are subject to interference from 5G cellular network C-band
interference at 2 nm or more distance from
the transmitting 5G antenna. “Outside of
this radius, [radar altimeters] will not be
affected,” the company explained. “Inside,
it may not be available or is giving undetected, erroneous altitude readings.”

PLUG N PLAY

The new FreeFlight RA-4500 Mk II radar
altimeter replaces the existing 4000/4500
units installed in many airplanes and helicopters. It will be a form, fit, and function replacement, under a service bulletin
issued by the aircraft manufacturer, so no
supplemental type certificate (STC) will
be required. “Then it is 5G-resistant,” said
Shane LaPlante, v-p of sales and marketing.
“That addresses the existing market.”
The RA-5500 and RA-6500 are designed
to replace Honeywell KRA-405B and
Garmin GRA 5500 radar altimeters. The
FreeFlight RA-5500 is for installations
where only a single radar altimeter is
required, while the RA-6500 is for dualunit installations. The RA-6500 can be
installed as a single unit, with a second added later, he explained. Both the
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MATT THURBER

FreeFlight readies 5G-interference-resistant radar altimeters

RA-5500 and RA-6500 are designed with spurious signals.” The DSPs in the Terrain
a smaller footprint than the radar altim- series radar altimeters allow FreeFlight
eters they replace as well as the ability to engineers to filter all of the “bad” signals,
connect to the existing wiring and anten- including spurious signals, and if and
nas for easier installation. STCs will be when those signals change, FreeFlight can
required for the RA-5500 and RA-6500, simply adjust the unit’s susceptibility via
and FreeFlight plans to work with install- software updates.
ers on these, including approved model
Although full deployment of C-band 5G
list STCs that would cover multiple air- networks in the U.S. has not yet occurred,
craft models. To further simplify installa- “Overall industry awareness [of the 5G
tions, an analog card for the Terrain series interference issue] remains quite low,”
radar altimeter is available to allow reten- according to FreeFlight Systems, “espetion of older analog displays so they don’t cially in the rotorcraft community. One
need to be updated to a digital display thing that we don’t think people realize
right away.
is that the failure modes of [radar altimeters] in the 5G environment cannot be
DSP TO THE RESCUE
characterized—the equipment simply
FreeFlight’s Terrain series radar altime- was not designed to operate in these
ters were designed to mitigate 5G inter- conditions. Testing has shown across the
ference using digital signal processing industry (including our own testing ) that
(DSP) technology to filter out unwanted an affected altimeter is as likely to give
signals. “All the filtering is done digitally,” wrong altitude information as it is to give
LaPlante explained. Some proposals to fix non-computed data or a flagged fault conthis problem for older radar altimeters dition. This is a risk we have never seen
envision the use of band-pass filters, he before as a widespread problem in aviation,
said, “but that doesn’t address in-band and it must be taken seriously.”
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Alto puts VIP in control
of audio experience
Alto Aviation unveiled an upgrade for its
Cadence switch panel and inflight entertainment system that allows the occupant of a specific ( VIP) seat to select
an acoustic mode to customize their
audio experience.
At the Aircraft Electronics Association convention, Mid-Continent Instruments and
Avionics introduced five two-inch digital
instruments in its Flex lineup. The certified two-inch instruments include a digital
counter drum encoding altimeter, airspeed
indicator, GPS clock, battery annunciation
control unit (ACU), and attitude indicator, and they feature daylight-readable LCD
graphics and built-in controls.
Celebrating its 25th anniversary this
The altimeter is priced at $5,500 and lets
year, Alto Aviation highlighted the new users select functions including vertical
MySound Optimization capability at the speed indication, six-second vertical trend,
Aircraft Electronics Association conven- target altitude, approach minimums alerts,
tion’s new product introduction session and baro setting.
on March 28 in New Orleans. MySound is
Also selling for $5,500, the airspeed
available as a retrofit and for new Cadence indicator has a hybrid readout with coninstallations and gives the user the choice figurable range markings, display of
of three acoustic modes, using a Cadence
VIP switch panel. The modes are full cabin
audio, VIP stereo, or VIP-focused digital
surround sound.
Installers of the MySound system can In October 2020, Garmin introduced
use existing speakers and speaker grills to touchscreen control for the first time to its
simplify the process. The MySound acoustic D2 aviation watch series, with the D2 Air
modes are managed by Alto’s SM-1070 sys- sporting an Amoled touch display. Now the
tem master controller, which “commands top-of-the-line D2 comes in a touchscreen
the amplifiers to select the desired profile,” version, the D2 Mach 1, with all the previous
the company explained. “By applying proprietary digital signal processing algorithms,
Alto’s signature digital surround sound precisely maps the cabin with loudspeakers
located behind the user and left and right,
positioned in front of the VIP seat.”
“The ability to customize Alto sound is
truly passenger-driven,” said v-p of sales
and marketing Kevin Hayes. “It is designed
to give the VIP in the cabin the ultimate
control for acoustic optimization and a
truly customized audiophile experience.”

Five flight deck instruments join
Mid-Continent’s Flex family
groundspeed and true airspeed, userselectable Mach number, and configurable
dynamic MMO barber pole indicator.
Among the $3,990 digital GPS clock’s
features are local/UTC time; flight, run,
and countdown timer; stopwatch; time to
waypoint; Hobbs time; and date.
The battery ACU monitors and displays
health information for True Blue Power
Gen5 lithium-ion batteries, including battery status, state of charge and health, volts,
amps, temperature, remaining life, and fault
information. The ACU price is $2,500.
The above instruments are available
now, while the attitude indicator begins
shipping in the fourth quarter. It can also
display heading via the optional MidContinent MD32 magnetometer.

Garmin adds touchscreen to topline aviator watch
moving-map, HSI, and health features of
the D2 Delta. Garmin introduced the new
watch at March 28’s new product introductions session at the Aircraft Electronics
Association convention in New Orleans.
continues on next page
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Garmin continued

The addition of the D2 Mach 1 furthers
the split of the Garmin watch lineup into
two distinct feature sets. The D2 Air costs
about half as much and doesn’t have the
moving map but includes many of the features that pilots like while offering a simpler interface with fewer buttons, and it
also includes a pulse-oximeter. The D2
Mach 1 carries on the five-button interface of the D2 Delta aviation watches but
adds the touchscreen display and some
other useful new features, which makes
accessing information on the moving map
much simpler.
Pilots can, for example, tap on a waypoint to see more information; view Nexrad radar imagery overlaid on a route;
upload flight plans from the Garmin Pilot
app to the watch; set aviation alerts; view
airport information including wind components, Metars, TAFs, graphical MOS
reports; and set notifications, for example, when weather conditions change at
the destination airport. Garmin added
glide features to help in an emergency,
with best glide speed and estimated
glide distance and time, bearing pointer
to nearest airport, and a list of alternate airports. All the D2 watches can
log flights and transfer date, duration,
total flight time, and route to flyGarmin
online logbooks.
Non-aviation features of the D2 Mach
1 include downloading up to 650 songs,
contactless payments using Garmin Pay,
smart notifications for iOS and Android
phones, and pairing with a Garmin
inReach device for sending preset messages, toggling tracking, or sending an
SOS message for emergency response via
Garmin’s emergency response coordination center.
Featuring a 1.3-inch Amoled touchscreen display, the D2 Mach 1 retails for
$1,299.99 with a vented titanium bracelet
or $1,199.99 with a leather band. Battery
life is up to 11 days in smartwatch mode or
24 hours using GPS and pulse oximeter.
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Thommen targets CRT-to-LCD upgrade market
Thommen Aircraft Equipment is expanding its capability to manufacture LCDs
to replace older cathode-ray tube (CRT)
displays installed in legacy aircraft. The
company has provided this service previously but now is expanding CRT-to-LCD
upgrades for the “broader market.”
Switzerland-based Thommen has its
own in-house lamination and assembly
capabilities, with manufacturing done in
an ISO Class 5-certified cleanroom. “Mod- mounting systems, finishes, and bezels.
ern LCDs can be tailor-cut to virtually any
“There are a lot of good avionics systems
size of displays that are used in aircraft out there that have old CRT displays on
cockpits and mission systems,” the com- them and are becoming increasingly more
pany explained. Thommen engineers can costly and difficult to keep airworthy, simdesign LCDs with “custom bezels and ply because of the numerous obsolescence
specialized finishes designed to meet any issues those CRT units are facing,” said
customer’s unique specifications,” the Pete Ring, senior sales executive for North
company added. The upgrades include America. “Thommen has solutions availconversion and processing of analog infor- able today to update and modernize most
mation to “color and composite video aging legacy CRT and older LCD displays,
signals to provide accurate navigation breathing new life into these venerable
and mission data to the flight crew in a systems and airframes at a fraction of the
digital format” along with customized cost of a brand-new full panel upgrade.”

GPS antenna coupler prevents test interference
CCX Technologies has released a new
antenna coupler that allows avionics shops
to test GPS receivers without interfering
with other receivers installed in nearby
aircraft. The coupler is designed to work
with CCX’s T-RX avionics tester
and provides more than 20 dB
of antenna isolation.
Available for testing
of GPS systems with
antennas with diameters of up to six inches,
the antenna coupler
with TR-X signal generator
simulates six satellites and WAAS/EGNOS
signals. The simulated GPS information
includes dynamic GPS location using latitude and longitude, altitude track, and
vertical rate, and the tester automatically
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downloads the current GPS almanac. A
9.8-foot coaxial cable is included with the
testing kit.
“Testing aircraft GPS radios can be finicky because GPS satellite signals must
be excluded during the tests, and
you don’t want to interfere
with another aircraft’s
GPS while testing the
aircraft,” said Chris
Bartlett, president
of CCX Technologies.
“Our new GPS antenna
coupler provides superior
signal isolation so that testing can occur
inside or outside the hangar without worrying about interference from satellites or
interfering with the GPS radios of other
nearby aircraft.”

True Blue outlines
new power products
At the AEA Convention in New Orleans in
March, True Blue Power unveiled a new
4,000-watt AC-to-AC frequency converter
that weighs 19.8 pounds. According to
the company, the TFC4000 is the lightest unit in its power class and the quietest frequency converter available, while
delivering “15 percent more power than
competing units.” The converter powers
electronics and appliances in aircraft cabins, including computers, TVs, vacuums,
galley equipment, and inflight entertainment systems, “turning three-phase 115
VAC at 360 to 800 Hz into single-phase 115
VAC at 60 Hz.”

Wednesday, June 22
True Blue Power also highlighted the
TWC15 wireless chargers, a new series in
its electrical power solutions lineup. The
FAA-certified charges are also Qi-compliant and deliver up to 15 watts to charge
smartphones, wireless earbuds, and personal electronic devices.
Available in three configurations, the
T WC15 chargers are fitted with predrilled and tapped screw holes and can be
mounted with a charging gap or depth of
up to nine millimeters. The products range
from a thin module
.21 inches deep, a large
AINonline logo
module at 2.9 sq in, and a compact unit
measuring 2.45 by 2.28 inches.
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WHITE PLAINS, NY

ATTEND THE WHITE PLAINS
REGIONAL FORUM
The regional forum will bring current and prospective business aircraft
owners, operators, manufacturers, customers and other industry personnel
together for a one-day event at the Westchester County Airport. This event
will feature exhibits, an aircraft display and education sessions to help
introduce business aviation to local officials and prospective owners and
operators, and to address any current issues in the regions.
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Rotorcraft

Resurrection of the Super Puma
B Y M A R K HUBE R

It started with the stuff of nightmares and
Operators lined up to hit Airbus with gearbox problems. On April 1, 2009, all 16
ended like the story of Lazarus—back from potentially billions of dollars worth of lit- aboard died when the main rotor gearbox
the dead.
igation while the offshore market was col- failed on an AS332 L2 off Peterhead, ScotOn April 26, 2016, the main rotor sepa- lapsing. Era Group posted a third-quarter land, and in 2012 gearbox issues were linked
rated from an Airbus Helicopters EC225LP 2017 loss of $81 million, driven largely by to a pair of successful Super Puma ditchings
(LN-OJF) that was cruising at 2,000 feet a $117 million impairment charge taken in off Scotland and the Shetland Islands.
and 140 knots near Turoy, Norway, while the period, primarily based on its fleet of
But Turoy proved to be the most terrible
transporting offshore oil workers. All 13 nine company-owned Airbus H225 heli- crescendo. Not surprisingly, deliveries of
aboard were killed. In the wake of the acci- copters. The company wrote down the new Super Pumas dropped off a cliff, from
dent, the worldwide Super Puma fleet was value of its H225s to approximately $4 42 in 2015 to 19 in 2016 to just eight in 2017.
grounded, a large portion of it for more million each, a small fraction of its 2016 Airbus Helicopters’ then-CEO Guillaume
than a year. Offshore unions moved quickly new retail price of $23 million. Bristow Faury felt obliged to make a high-profile
to demonize the machine, refusing to fly Group (which merged with Era in 2020) flight into London on one in October 2017,
on it. One of them—Unite—threatened to parked all 27 of its H225s and would go on telling reporters, “It takes time to restore
strike if the helicopter continued to be oper- to extract a substantial, but undisclosed trust after these accidents.”
ated on passenger flights in the North Sea settlement, from Airbus. Altogether, H225
That it did, but today, Airbus’s Super Puma
and vowed to keep the area “Super Puma- operators took hundreds of millions of dol- production line is full. It delivered 31 last
free.” A petition circulated by North Sea oil lars in H225-related write-downs, parking year and the company “continues to invest
workers and their families to ban the Super 129 helicopters.
in the product,” according to Regis Magnac,
Puma outright garnered more than 27,000
Turoy was just the latest in a series of Airbus Helicopters’ v-p and head of energy
signatures. A 2017 survey conducted by Air- high-profile Super Puma crashes dating leasing and global accounts. The price of
bus about the aircraft found that 62 percent back to 2009, involving derivatives includ- that 2016 Super Puma, which had plunged
of respondents would not fly on it.
ing the EC225 and the AS332 L2, tied to to $4 million, has since more than doubled.
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Leonardo strategic network of partnerships are integral to operations and enable business growth.
A committed system of maintenance repair, overhaul centres provide civil and military customers with line and base
maintenance services, ensuring continuous support either at Leonardo owned or customer facilities, worldwide.
Leonardo invests in performance, infrastructure to strengthen network collaborations and expand its portfolio of helicopter
solutions, with the highest quality of service and the latest-generation technology for the operation and maintenance
of customer aircraft.

leonardo.com

Rotorcraft

And good used ones of any vintage are hard
to come by, says Matt Lowe, director of special missions at Air Center Helicopters, one
of the largest civil operators of the type.
So what happened? Behind the scenes,
Airbus worked furiously to resolve the
technical issues leading up to the accident,
which the Accident Investigation Board of
Norway (AIBN) found to be caused by “a
fatigue fracture in one of the eight secondstage planet gears in the epicyclic module
of the main rotor gearbox.” The AIBN concluded that the planet gear failed without
warning and that onboard systems were
unable to detect its degradation before
failure. The board noted, “The observed Airbus H225 helicopters are finding new life and missions in the wake of a 2016 offshore accident
failure mode in this accident (crack initiain which the main rotor blade separated from the aircraft, killing all 13 onboard.
tion and propagation with limited spalling)
seems to differ from what was expected or HAI Heli-Expo, VIPs arrived at the Dallas They include doing capsule/astronaut ocean
foreseen during the design and certification Convention Center aboard a Super Puma. recoveries for Boeing, NASA, and SpaceX;
“The 225 can do many more things than special missions in Africa up to 600 nm
of the main rotor gearbox. The fracture
propagated in a manner that was unlikely just carrying people,” noted Magnac, citing unrefueled; long-line shipboard vertical
to be detected by the maintenance proce- other missions it is suitable for including replenishment for the U.S. Navy; and aerial
dures and the monitoring systems fitted to freight, external load carrying, and aerial firefighting, including night operations. The
LN-OJF at the time of the accident.”
firefighting. He also said that about 15 per- Navy missions include delivering 9,600More troubling was the AIBN discovery cent of the former offshore fleet was sold to pound F-35 fighter jet engines to aircraft carthat less than 10 percent of all second- various militaries. “We helped our owners riers. For firefighting, Air Center can equip
stage planet gears on the aircraft ever met find new rooms” for the helicopters, he said. its H225s with forward- looking infrared
their useful life and had to be removed
cameras, night vision goggles, and a Helitak
during inspections and/or overhauls.
FT4250, a 1,000-gallon external tank that
Airbus implemented a variety of new
refills from a snorkel in 48 seconds.
safety measures designed to ameliorate
Air Center’s Lowe said the company
gearbox safety concerns on the H225
started acquiring 225s four years ago after
including the switch to a single-supplier
operating a handful of H215s and AS322s.
design for the main planetary gear and
“It’s just a good-flying machine. It has a
installation of a full-flow magnetic plug
But perhaps the actions of a Burleson, four-axis autopilot. It flies like an airliner as
designed to collect metallic particles Texas operator, Air Center Helicopters, did opposed to using trim release and getting
before they reached the gearbox oil cooler. more to restore confidence in the aircraft tired, and cruises at 135 knots.” He praised
It also moved quickly to settle customer than anything else. With the temporary col- the helicopter’s durability, especially its abilclaims related to mandatory groundings lapse of used Super Puma prices, the com- ity to be operated and maintained in austere
after Turoy. Magnac said that most, but not pany saw an unprecedented opportunity, conditions. “The aircraft is very robust.”
all, of those claims are resolved.
acquiring 27, many from lessor Milestone
Lowe said Airbus “bends over backward
The OEM worked with customers to Aviation Group. Some had been sitting for to help us. They’ve been really good at
remarket and modify their existing air- quite a while, necessitating a complete main communicating what the problem was and
craft while taking further steps to reha- gearbox overhaul to the tune of $1 million what the fix was” with regard to maintebilitate its reputation, many of which each. Air Center uses its fleet for a diverse, nance issues on the 225, he said.
continues on page 49
continue today. As a prelude to this year’s but sometimes high-profile mission mix.

It takes time
to restore trust after
these accidents.
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HOW TO BUILD
A SUSTAINABLE
AVIATION BUSINESS
Join us for a complimentary lunch on

Tuesday, May 24, 2022, at EBACE
Hear experts talk about sustainability in business aviation
and what you can do to make your own business more sustainable.
Gain a deeper understanding about:
• Sustainable aviation fuel (SAF)—what it is, what it costs, and where to find it
• Carbon offsets and carbon credits—how they work, how to use them, and who audits them
• How to identify other areas in your business that can become sustainable—
water, electricity, biodiesel
• Legislation on carbon neutrality and government funding programs
• How to benchmark and measure your sustainability goals and progress
AIN Editor, Charles Alcock, will moderate this event.

REGISTER TODAY

ainonline.com/ebaceluncheon

Panelist
Scott Evans
Gulfstream Aerospace
Director, Demonstration,
ACS & Corporate Flight
Operations
Additional panelists
will be announced shortly.

Sponsored by:

FutureFlight
Rotorcraft

Airbus, CFM to fly hydrogen-powered
GE Passport demo on A380 by 2026
BY GREGORY POLEK

Airbus has turned to aircraft engines group
CFM International to be its propulsion
partner for the planned ZEROe hydrogenpowered airliner it aims to bring to market
in 2035. In late February, the companies
announced plans to convert an A380 aircraft with a hydrogen powertrain that
would drive a GE Passport turbofan testbed by the end of 2026.
According to Amanda Simpson, the aerospace group’s vice president for research
and technology, Airbus’s first objective
is to decide on which of three aircraft
designs to advance to the next phase
of development.
In September 2020, it revealed three
designs, one of which is a blended-wing
airframe able to carry up to 200 passengers
A rendering of Airbus’s planned A380 hydrogen-power flight demonstrator shows placement of a
on flights of 2,000 nm. Also being considmodified GE Passport turbofan on the upper fuselage near the tail of the airplane.
ered are a conventional-looking narrowbody model that would carry between 120 kg of liquid hydrogen stored near the back partners chose the A380 as the test platand 200 passengers on sectors of around of the airplane. Airbus, which in September form for its large size, which will allow flex2,000 nm and a 100-seat twin turboprop 2020 announced plans to evaluate three ibility for installing all the various systems
with a range of up to around 1,000 nm.
potential ZEROe designs, said it will define and pipes needed to allow for efficient con“ZeroE will be the first of a family of larger the hydrogen propulsion system require- version of the liquid hydrogen to gas for
and more capable hydrogen aircraft,” Simp- ments, oversee flight testing, and provide the Passport engine’s combustor.
son told Vertical Flight Society’s Hydrogen the A380 to test the hydrogen combustion
Some of the technical hurdles, Klauke
Aero Symposium on March 30. “Now we’re engine in the cruise phase of flight.
added, center on the fact that hydrogen
focused on the aircraft configuration, techCFM has agreed to modify the combus- burns 10 times faster than jet fuel, raising
nology maturation, flight demonstration, tor, fuel system, and control system of a challenges involving the stability of the
and establishing the ecosystem leading to GE Passport turbofan to run on hydrogen. flame. Safran chief technical officer Michel
product selection in just three years from Plans call for Airbus to mount the engine on Brioude explained that additional chalnow,” she explained. “Then it will take the upper aft fuselage of the A380 to allow lenges surround the need for cryogenic
another 10 years for product development for monitoring of engine emissions sepa- fuel pumps and new piping and seals to
that will involve more detailed design, a rately from those of the engines powering accommodate the very cold temperatures—
new supply chain, and certification before the aircraft.
as low as -250 deg C—at which the hydrothese start operating in 2035.”
Airbus chief technical officer Sabine gen must be stored in its tanks. Meanwhile,
The demonstration with CFM will use Klauke explained that engineers will sur- the process of converting liquid hydrogen
the first A380 prototype as the flying test- round the four hydrogen tanks with a her- into gas will require “a very different” heat
bed, equipped with four tanks holding 400 metically sealed container for safety. The exchanger than conventional systems.
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EVE ANTICIPATES INCREASED CAPITAL FROM 2Q
2022 MERGER AND WALL STREET FLOTATION
Eve Urban Air Mobility says it now expects to companies wanted to build and operate the
raise well over $500 million from its pending aircraft,” Ricci said. “It’s a bridge too far to be
merger with Zanite Acquisition Corporation both the manufacturer and the airline. You are
and a subsequent initial public offering on the competing with your own customers, and the
New York Stock Exchange. During a March capital needs to do both are just too high.”
25 briefing for investors, the eVTOL aircraft
Zanite also values the significant producdeveloper’s CFO, Eduardo Couto, said that tion and global customer support experience
since announcing the deal in December 2021, of Embraer, which will remain the majority
it has boosted the public investment in private shareholder in Eve with an 82 percent stake.
equity (PIPE) by $42 million to $347 million.
“Likelihood of certification is one thing, but
The transaction, expected to close in the we care more about production,” Ricci comsecond quarter of this year, is also backed by mented. “You have to be able to get a pro$237 million in cash from U.S. special purpose duction certificate and prove you can build
acquisition company Zanite, which is itself each aircraft to the same standard. We’re
backed by business aviation entrepreneur Kenn more concerned with time to revenues
Ricci. Couto said that new PIPE backers include than time to certification, and only Eve and
Acciona, Thales, and Space Florida and that the Embraer understand the complications of
capital raised, now potentially totaling $584 bringing the aircraft into production.”
million, will derisk Eve’s plans to bring its fourEve co-CEO Jerry DeMuro, former CEO of
passenger eVTOL aircraft into service in 2026.
BAE Systems, who jointly oversees the venRicci told the event that he and the Zanite ture with Andre Stein, said that the 1,785 proinvestors sought a partnership with the subsid- visional sales commitments for the all-electric
iary of Brazilian aircraft manufacturer Embraer aircraft provide “revenue visibility covering
after considering “several dozen” other com- the first four years in our business plan.”
panies in the advanced air mobility (AAM)
The company didn’t directly answer anasector. He cited core factors, starting with the lysts’ question about when it will start test
simplicity of Eve’s vehicle design, which he flights on its first full-scale prototype, having
claimed will be easier to certify and manufac- told a press conference at February’s Singature, and anticipated lower operating costs.
pore Air Show that this would happen “in the
“We also avoided any opportunity where next few months.”
C.A.

During a March 25 briefing for investors, Eve Urban Air Mobility co-CEOs Jerry DeMuro (left)
and Andre Stein addressed plans to bring the company’s eVTOL aircraft to market following
a pending merger with Zanite Acquisition and a New York Stock Exchange equity flotation.

Super Pumas continued from page 46

Air Center conducts its own pilot training.
It employs more than 100 pilots, operates
the only H225 simulator in North America, acquired from CAE in Norway, and
starts a new pilot training course, for eight
pilots, every two weeks. Lowe jokingly said
the accelerated pilot training pace is the
result of Air Center’s “catastrophic success.”
Company CEO Rod Tinney, a 24,000-hour
pilot and FAA designated pilot examiner,
often accompanies crews on their missions
“for quality control” and personally signs
off every new hire pilot for their type rating,
Lowe said. “There is no flatter organization
in the world.”
The company flies a Falcon 900EX business jet to transport personnel and parts to
many of its far-flung operations.

The aircraft is
very robust… It flies
like an airliner
Air Center’s success with the H225
is powerful advertising, but it is not a
panacea. Despite the extensive efforts
to remarket and repurpose the Super
Puma, the reputational challenges it left
in Europe’s offshore oil patch remain.
Magnac said Airbus doesn’t see much of
a future for it in that market and Airbus
Helicopters CEO Bruno Even agrees, saying that the company plans to push its
newer technology, super-medium H175 for
those customers.
At this year’s Heli-Expo he said the offshore market in China, India, and Brazil
has accepted the H225’s return. “If there
is a need, we will always be willing to propose this helicopter [the H225], but when I
look at the future I see the biggest potential will be with the H175 in terms of optimization of the mission.”
“There will be a need to replace the existing fleet. We are ready with the H175 for
the oil and gas market,” he said.
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On the Ground
FBO AND AIRPORT NEWS BY CURT EPSTEIN

Hawthorne Global Aviation Services Changes Hands
In the latest transaction in a heated FBO consolidation market,
Hawthorne Global Aviation Services, which operates six FBOs in
the eastern and central U.S., has changed hands. Moelis Capital
Partners had owned the company—which traces its aviation
industry roots back 90 years—since 2011 and it has now been
purchased by a new joint venture between global investment
manager Wafra and Nova Infrastructure in a move that will infuse
new funding into the brand and could see it add more locations.
Hawthorne operates facilities at Long Island MacArthur
Airport in Islip, New York; Chicago Executive Airport;
Tuscaloosa (Alabama) Regional Airport; Chippewa Valley
Regional Airport in Eau Claire, Wisconsin; Atlanta Cobb County
International Airport; and Sioux (Iowa) Gateway Airport. At the
latter three destinations, it is the lone aviation service provider.
“We believe Hawthorne’s existing locations form
a leading, multi-region FBO network, and with Nova
and Wafra’s support we look forward to expanding
our footprint to serve a greater portion of the aviation
industry,” said Hawthorne CEO Chuck Kegley.

Modern Aviation Closes on Third New York FBO
Modern Aviation and Sheltair’s previously agreed-upon
sale of the latter’s FBO at Long Island Mac Arthur Airport
has concluded with the handover of the facility. The
deal, first announced in October, described Sheltair’s
divestiture in the New York market, with Modern agreeing
to purchase the Florida-based aviation real estate and
service provider’s facilities at five area airports.
Sheltair said the move will allow it to concentrate its
expansion efforts in its home state, as well as Georgia
and Colorado where it also operates. In February, the
two companies consummated the transaction for the
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former Sheltair FBOs at New York City John F. Kennedy
International and La Guardia airports, which are the lone
private aircraft service providers at both locations.
The remaining two Long Island properties—at Republic
Airport in Farmingdale and at Francis S. Gabreski Airport
in Westhampton Beach—were expected to transact soon
after the Mac Arthur deal. Modern has offered to retain
all former Sheltair employees during the transition.
“We believe that increasing our presence in New
York will allow us to better service our customers in
the Northeast,” explained Modern CEO, Mark Carmen.
“Adding a base at [KISP] is a major step in our strategy to
continue growing our platform in attractive markets.”

Indianapolis FBO To Build Hangar
Jet Access, the lone service provider at Indianapolis Regional
Airport (KMQJ), has broken ground on a 22,250-sq-ft heated
hangar. The project, to the west of the FBO terminal, will
nearly triple the community aircraft storage space on the
field, and provide shelter for ultra-long-range, large-cabin
business jets such as the Gulfstream G650 and Bombardier
Globals, which could not previously be accommodated.
Expected to be completed in the third quarter, the hangar
will feature infrared tube heating, ground power plug-ins,
and LED lighting. “There is a significant shortage of hangar
space in Indianapolis, and we are uniquely positioned to
invest in our operations at [KMQJ],” said company CEO
Quinn Ricker. “The new hangar will impact a significant
sector of the business community—those who are currently
doing business in Indianapolis, along with those who are
looking to expand in or relocate business to Indianapolis.”
Jet Access operates FBOs at 10 airports in Indiana, Illinois,
Tennessee, and Texas following a recent merger with Eagle

Creek Aviation and First Wing Jet Center. It also offers
private lift as the 10th largest private jet operator in the U.S.

Mississippi FBO Ready To Roll after Runway Rehab
Taking advantage of a lull in traffic due to a major runway
reconstruction project, Southern Sky Aviation, the sole
service provider at Mississippi’s Trent Lott International
Airport (KPQL), has renovated its 4,300-sq-ft FBO terminal.
When the company acquired the FBO last year, the
airport’s 6,500-foot Runway 17/35 was under construction
and closed to larger aircraft. Since then, four inches of
surface asphalt has been added, allowing the runway to
handle aircraft up to 315,000 pounds. In the interim, the
company rebranded its facility, adding new furniture,
paint, and lighting. It features a lobby with refreshment

bar, pilot lounge with snooze room, flight-planning area,
10-seat conference room, concierge, and a cafe that offers
breakfast and lunch. The FBO has 20,000 sq ft of hangar
space that can accommodate midsize business jets.
Additionally, the Avfuel-branded location acquired a
refueler fleet consisting of 5,000- and 3,000-gallon jet tankers,
a new avgas truck, and a 24-hour self-serve avgas pump. It
installed a new 20,000-gallon jet fuel tank in March.

shelter. The new facility is expected to be completed
early next year. Around that time, the company will
start work on a second, identical complex to be located
on the east side of the Phillips 66-branded facility.
Will Cutter, president and CEO of the family-owned
business, noted that there has not been any new construction
at the busy general aviation airport in nearly two
decades, adding, “The opportunity to invest, grow, create
new jobs, and support regional economic development
for the city of Phoenix has never been greater.”

FBO Management Changes at Ohio Airport
Airport Management Solutions (AMS) has assumed
management of the lone FBO at Ohio’s Middletown Regional
Airport. The facility had been managed on an interim basis by
aircraft maintenance provider Safe Skies Aviation and the city
of Middletown selected AMS after undergoing an RFP process.
According to Erick Larson, AMS director of business
development, the initial term is one year with multiple
five-year renewals possible, and the FBO will be
designated Middletown Aviation. AMS currently
operates FBOs in Tupelo and Greenville, Mississippi.
The facility consists of a 500-sq-ft terminal, which AMS
plans to enlarge and renovate. Larson said his company will
also provide the city with guidance for a long-term solution
to the FBO, which could include the construction of a new
facility. “In the meantime, we are going to bring a level of
professionalism, safety, and training that hasn’t existed
there,” Larson said. That includes bringing Middletown
staff members to the existing AMS FBOs for training.
Middletown’s Avfuel-branded fuel farm consists of
20,000-gallon jet-A and avgas tanks, along with a self-serve
avgas pump. The location has a 10,000-sq-ft hangar with
a 29.5-foot door height. Tenants at the Cincinnati-area
airport include an active flight school and a skydiving
school, which boosts its operations numbers.

Cutter To Expand Phoenix Deer Valley Facility
Arizona-based Cutter Aviation has broken ground on an
additional hangar complex at its FBO at Phoenix Deer
Valley Airport. The $12 million, 60,000-sq-ft facility will
consist of three 20,000-sq-ft bays able to accommodate
aircraft up to a Gulfstream G700, along with 3,700
sq ft of office space. It will be situated near Taxiway
Charlie on the west side of the current facility.
As the single service provider on the field, the hangar
will bring the location to more than 85,000 sq ft of aircraft
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Maintenance
BY JERRY SIEBENMARK

Hub at Dubai World Central/Al Maktoum International
Airport. The hangar is expected to open at the end of 2023.

PHI Opens MRO Services to Broader Helicopter Market

West Star Aviation Gains New Private Equity Owner
Three months after announcing a major expansion at
three of its four primary maintenance locations, West
Star Aviation has been acquired by Houston-based
private equity firm The Sterling Group. Financial
terms of the deal between West Star’s parent, Norwest
Equity Partners, and Sterling were not disclosed.
The closing of the West Star deal also comes on the heels
of Sterling selling its Lynx FBO chain to KKR-backed Atlantic
Aviation. West Star operates four MRO facilities in East Alton,
Illinois; Grand Junction, Colorado; Chattanooga, Tennessee;
and Perryville, Missouri. In December, the MRO provider
announced plans to add more than a quarter-million square feet
of space between East Alton, Grand Junction, and Chattanooga.

Comlux Tech To Offer After-sales Support
Indianapolis-based completions specialist Comlux has launched
Comlux Tech, which will offer complementary after-sales
services through four main activities. Those activities include
technical services such as avionics and cabin upgrades, as well as
line and base maintenance; operational services for the sourcing
of fuel, ground handling, charter management, and warranty
administration insurance handling; consulting services for
aircraft selection, appraisals, and pre-purchase inspections; and
crew services for the sourcing and training of flight and cabin
crews and flight support engineers. The new organization will
provide technical support to Comlux’s Airbus ACJ TwoTwenty,
which is expected to enter service early next year. Comlux is
the exclusive completion center for the first 15 ACJ TwoTwenty
aircraft, which is the bizliner/VIP variant of the Airbus A220
narrowbody airliner. Comlux Tech also will serve customers
in the Middle East through a maintenance and refurbishment
hangar under construction at Mohammed Bin Rashid Aerospace
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Global helicopter services company PHI Aviation is opening its
MRO services to external clients in a bid to broaden its business.
The services it will provide from its 170,000-sq-ft MRO
facility in Lafayette, Louisiana, include routine maintenance
and inspections, pre-buy and lease return inspections, and
paint finishes for a variety of aircraft component types. With
designated airworthiness representative and designated
engineering representative authorizations, it also will
offer complex modifications to existing systems, managing
the entire design and build process in-house. PHI also
operates several specialized shops in Lafayette such as
avionics, specialty machining, and custom upholstery.

JMI Adds Light Citation Engine MRO
Jet Maintenance International (JMI) has received an authorized
service center designation from Williams International for
the FJ44 engine variants that power Cessna Citation CJ-series
twinjets. The appointment follows technician training on
the FJ44 at Williams's headquarters in Michigan, as well as a
$120,000 investment in tools and inventory at JMI’s London
Oxford Airport facility. JMI has dedicated space inside a 16,000sq-ft hangar at London Oxford for the FJ44 MRO activity. The
authorization builds on the line maintenance support for
Citations that the company offers at London Oxford and Biggin
Hill airports. It also comes after JMI received FAA repair station
approval to provide maintenance on U.S.-registered Citations.
The company is also working to expand its mobile service
units for AOG support from London Oxford and Biggin Hill.

Wichita MRO looks to future with new hangar
Mid-Continent Aviation Services (MCAS) is a
few months away from completing a more
than $5.7 million hangar project at Wichita
Eisenhower National Airport (KICT) that will
give the MRO provider much-needed space.
“We are coming down to the finish, which is
great,” MCAS director Kelly Lousch told AIN.
“We have a roof. The wall structure is up. I
think the long pole in the tent right now is
the hangar door itself, which [was] expected
to be delivered at the end of April.” The
hangar is expected to be operational this
July, Lousch added.
Continued growth at MCAS during its
12 years in business is the reason for the
new hangar. “We have outgrown this space
with the way that our business has been
expanding,” she said. “We historically have
taken care of small piston and turboprop
and light jet aircraft. We have just effectively grown into a market where we’re
dealing with larger aircraft and servicing
more customers.”
MCAS announced the project at the
2021 NBAA-BACE in Las Vegas; plans
also call for doubling its workforce of
23 employees. The 31,500-sq-ft hangar
includes 5,000 sq ft of office space and
replaces 8,500 sq ft of hangar and office
space that the company razed earlier last
year. With a 35-foot-high ceiling at the
peak and a 26-foot-high door, the hangar will be large enough to accommodate
A-checks on Part 121 aircraft, which could
be an avenue for future growth at MCAS.
“We expressly decided to go high just to
not limit the possibility of anticipated
future growth, as Eisenhower Airport
grows as well,” Lousch said.
In addition to the new hangar, MCAS
operates from nearly 33,000 sq ft of hangars and offices at KICT. A Part 145 repair
station, MCAS provides maintenance, repair,

A new hangar under construction for Mid-Continent Aviation Services will add to its
existing 33,000 sq ft of offices and hangars at Wichita Eisenhower National Airport.
and overhaul of business jets, turboprops,
piston airplanes, and rotorcraft, with a specialization in Hawker 800 series and 4000,
as well as Beechcraft Premier jets. Besides
Hawker and Premier jets, its airframe capabilities include Cessna Citation 500 series
as well as 650 and 750 twinjets, Beechcraft King Air series turboprops, Beechjet
400/400A, Hawker 125 series midsize twinjets, the Kodiak 100 turboprop single, and
Robinson R44 and R66 helicopters. MCAS’s
engine maintenance capabilities include

Pratt & Whitney’s PT6A and the Rolls-Royce
RR300. “The customer base itself is pretty
loyal, so we will expand capabilities based
on what our customers are requesting of us,”
Lousch said.
MCAS also stocks and locates hardto-find legacy aircraft parts inventories.
The company is an outgrowth of the flight
department of Colwich, Kansas-based ICM
Inc., which formally established MCAS as an
MRO in 2010 by securing an FAA repair station certificate.
J.S.
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Accidents
BY DAVID JACK KENNY

This material is based on reports by the official agencies of the countries having the reponsibility for aircraft accident and incident investigations. It is not intended to judge or evaluate the ability
of any person, living or dead, and is presented here for informational purposes.

Preliminary Reports
Meridian Destroyed
in Takeoff Accident
Piper PA-46-500TP, Feb. 13,
2022, Olathe, Kansas
The single-engine Piper Meridian turboprop
crashed just 22 seconds after lifting off from
Runway 36 of Johnson County Executive Airport, killing the solo pilot and igniting a fire
that consumed the engine, both wings, and
the cabin back to the rear spar carry-through
structure.
Flight track data showed that the airplane
reached its maximum groundspeed of 80
knots as it lifted off after a ground roll of
about 2,250 feet. It drifted right, then corrected back. Groundspeed continued to
decay as it reached its peak altitude of about
150 feet, then began to descend. The final
position fix showed a groundspeed of only 45
knots, implying a 60-knot airspeed given the
reported winds of 15 knots straight down the
runway. The point of impact was about 400
feet beyond the departure end of the 4,097foot runway.
The airplane was reportedly returning to
base after completing its annual inspection.
The pilot filed an IFR flight plan to Albuquerque International Sunport and was cleared
to climb to 5,000 feet on a heading of 340
degrees.
About one minute after receiving his takeoff clearance, the pilot radioed, “We gotta
come back around four five foxtrot.” The
tower controller immediately cleared him to
land, but the airplane was unable to remain
airborne, and the pilot made no further
transmissions.
The skies were clear, and the temperature
of -2 Celsius and altimeter setting of 30.35
inches resulted in a density altitude lower
than the 1,096-foot field elevation.
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Police Helicopter Ditched
Off Newport Beach
McDonnell Douglas 500N, Feb. 19,
2022, Newport Beach, California
The pilot escaped with minor injuries but
the tactical flight officer (TFO) was killed
when a helicopter operated by the Huntington Beach Police Department went
down in the Pacific Ocean just offshore
of Newport Beach. The accident occurred
after dark, about 30 minutes into a routine
patrol flight over the coast of Huntington
Beach, inland to Costa Mesa, then south
to Newport Beach. Three-knot winds were
reported under a high broken ceiling.
The pilot told investigators that as
they were about to depart from Newport
Beach, the primary police radio channel
reported a fight taking place just south of
their location. He began orbiting the area
at an altitude of about 500 feet while the
TFO, seated on the right, used the infrared camera to locate the disturbance. The
pilot tightened their orbit while the TFO
radioed his observations. Patrol officers
arrived as the fight began to break up, but
the pilot continued monitoring the situation out of concern that someone in the
crowd might fight one of the officers. As he
slowed the helicopter to avoid losing sight
of the scene behind a building, it abruptly
yawed “aggressively” to the right and did
not respond to corrective inputs of full left
pedal and forward cyclic. The TFO transmitted that “We’re having some mechanical
issues right now,” followed by “We’re going
down, we’re going down.”
Rather than attempt an autorotation
into a populated area in the dark, the pilot
kept trying to fly the helicopter. Continued
corrective inputs “appeared to be partially
effective but did not stop the rotation,”
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which “became more aggressive as the helicopter began to descend.” Judging impact
to be near, he increased collective in an
attempt to reduce airspeed and the helicopter “hit the water hard in a downward right
rotation, on [the] TFO’s side.” The pilot
kept his grip on the collective to remain
oriented as the helicopter submerged, then
used his rescue air bottle while he unbuckled his harness and escaped. Onlookers in a
boat rescued him a few moments later.

Five Perish on Mount
Disappointment
Eurocopter EC130, March 31, 2022, Mount
Disappointment, Victoria, Australia
A chartered helicopter en route from Melbourne’s Yarra River Heliport to Moorabbin
Airport crashed onto Mount Disappointment in the vicinity of Blair’s Hut, killing
the pilot and all four passengers. Both
low clouds and smoke obscuration were
reported in the area at the time.
According to Victoria police, the flight
was the second in a two-ship formation;
the lead aircraft with five passengers landed
safely. Search-and-rescue efforts were initiated after the second helicopter failed to
arrive, and the Police Air Wing located the
wreckage at 11:45 a.m., roughly two hours 15
minutes after the collision.
Rugged terrain and thick vegetation
made the accident site inaccessible by foot.
Rescuers who were winched down into
the site from the police helicopter found
no survivors.
Ground crews used two bulldozers and
an excavator to clear a path to the site to
facilitate recovery of the wreckage and
remains.
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau
was expected to issue its preliminary report
in six to eight weeks.

Final Reports
“Servo Transparency” Suspected
in Loss of Sightseeing Helicopter
Airbus Helicopters AS350B3, Aug. 31, 2019,
Alta, Troms og Finnmark County, Norway
Aerodynamic loads in excess of the hydraulic system’s maximum output capacity are
believed to have caused a loss of control
at an unrecoverably low altitude. The
pilot and all five passengers were killed
when the helicopter crashed onto a mountainside and caught fire five minutes into
a planned 10-minute sightseeing flight.
Weather conditions were favorable, with
light winds and widely scattered clouds.
The March 18 report of the Norwegian
Safety Investigation Authority (NSIA)
noted that the extent of damage to the aircraft made their investigation “challenging.”
Except for the tail boom, the airframe was
almost completely consumed by fire, and
no data could be retrieved from any of the
onboard electronic recording or monitoring devices or mobile telephones found in
the wreckage. Radar track data and records
from the operator’s GPS monitoring system provided a partial reconstruction of
the flight path.
The accident occurred on the second
of a planned series of short sightseeing
flights from the annual Høstsprell festival, a service the operator had provided
since 2012. Both flights followed similar
routes, starting off towards the town of Alta
before making a wide right turn toward the
Skoddevarre mountains and returning to
the festival grounds. Flight track data indicated that both experienced rapid changes
in airspeed and altitude at similar points
along the course. One-quarter mile from
the accident site, the helicopter was 458
feet above the ground, descending at a rate
of 3,072 feet per minute while groundspeed
increased from 125 to 135 knots.
To prevent overloading the main rotor
system, the force produced by the AS350’s
servo actuators is limited to a maximum of

193 kg (425 pounds). “Servo transparency”
occurs when some combination of speed,
weight, g-loading, density altitude, and collective pitch increases the force required to
control main rotor blade pitch above this
threshold, requiring the pilot to manually
overcome the overload. The helicopter
is apt to roll right and pitch up while the
flight controls seem to have locked, potentially causing significant altitude and attitude excursions if loading is not reduced
promptly. The NSIA report catalogues 11
prior AS350 accidents in seven countries
attributed to servo transparency.
The NSIA also stressed that the distribution of the wreckage suggested a relatively low-energy impact that could have
been survivable without the post-crash fire.
Although the helicopter was essentially new,
flown only 72 hours since receiving its Airworthiness Review Certificate on June
12, the operator chose to order it without
either of the available crash-resistant fuel
systems. The first rescue flight reached the
scene within 10 minutes of the accident
and found the aircraft almost completely
engulfed. Airbus Helicopters has made
crash-resistant fuel systems standard
equipment on all AS350s manufactured
since October 1, 2019.

Overrun Traced to
Hydroplaning
Beechcraft King Air A100, Aug. 6,
2021, Moosonee, Ontario, Canada
Heavy rain, poor visibility, and a landing
beyond the intended touchdown zone all
contributed to the King Air’s inability to
stop before the end of the runway. Thunder Airlines THU1107 was a scheduled passenger flight from Timmins Airport (CYTS)
to Moosonee (CYMO) Airport, both in
Ontario, with two pilots and seven passengers on board. The pilots initially attempted
the RNAV approach to Runway 06 but were
unable to establish the necessary visual
contact with the runway environment and
initiated a missed approach.

Winds were generally light—four knots
or less—and they elected to try the RNAV
approach to Runway 24 instead of a second
approach to Runway 06. Decision height for
both approaches when flown using localizer
performance with vertical guidance (LPV)
is 276 feet msl, or 250 feet above ground
level. Visual contact was made on a halfmile final approach. The pilot flying slowed
the King Air from its 120-knot approach
speed to its calculated Vref of 105 knots,
and it touched down about halfway down
the 4,004-foot runway. The pilot applied
the brakes and selected reverse thrust, but
it was still going 40 knots 70 feet from the
threshold. It came to rest about 50 feet
beyond the end of the runway. No injuries resulted.
Burn marks on all four main gear tires
indicated that the airplane had undergone
reverted rubber hydroplaning, a condition
in which a skidding tire generates enough
heat to boil the water layer beneath it into
steam, melting (or reverting) part of the
tread back to uncured rubber. At the inflation pressures used by the King Air A100, a
locked tire begins hydroplaning at speeds
about 15% lower than a rotating tire, and
this aircraft was not equipped with anti-skid
brakes. The Transportation Safety Board
also noted that a runway’s touchdown zone
is conventionally defined as the first 3,000
feet or first third of its length, whichever is
less. For CYMO’s Runway 06/24, this would
be the first 1,335 feet. Touching down some
665 feet earlier might well have left enough
room to stop on the runway.
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Compliance Countdown
BY GORDON GILBERT

JUST AROUND THE CORNER

May 16, 2022
NEW

EASA: Rotorcraft Safety

A Notice of Proposed Amendment (NPA) would adopt revised airworthiness certification rules for large helicopters to address safety recommendations stemming from the investigation of an accident involving an Airbus Helicopters EC225LP on April 29, 2016 in Norway. All 13
persons aboard perished in the crash. The accident was a result of a fatigue fracture in a second stage planet gear in the epicyclic module
of the main rotor gearbox. Cracks initiated from a micro-pit at the surface and developed subsurface to a catastrophic failure without being
detected. Comments on the NPA are due May 16, 2022.

Within 6 Months
June 10, 2022

U.S.: Pilot Records
Database Reporting

By June 10, 2022, begin reporting information to the Pilot Records Database about
individuals employed as pilots in commercial operations (including Part 135 air taxi
and Part 91 air tour operators). Required
information encompasses drug and alcohol testing results; training, qualification,
and proficiency records; final disciplinary
action records; records concerning separation of employment; and verification of a
motor vehicle driving record search.
Sept. 16, 2022 and Sept. 16, 2023

U.S.: UAS Remote ID

New FAR Part 89 requires that after
Sept.16, 2022, no unmanned aircraft
system can be produced without FAAapproved remote ID capability. After Sept.
16, 2023, no unmanned aircraft can be
operated unless it is equipped with remote
ID capability as described in new Part 89
or is transmitting ADS-B Out under Part 91.
NEW

Oct. 31, 2022

EASA: Reduced Fuel Loads

The European Union Aviation Safety Agency
has published rules that permit operators
to reduce the amount of contingency fuel
normally required to be carried, thereby
reducing the CO2 emissions and the overall
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environmental impact of the flight. While
the rules recognize that extra fuel needs to
be carried to account for unexpected situations that delay or prevent landing at the
original destination, EASA says that “The
amount of additional fuel required can be
optimized, while continuing to ensure high
safety levels, due to improved risk assessment, calculations based on better data, and
better decision making.” The new rules are
scheduled to go into effect on Oct. 31, 2022.

Within 12 Months
Nov. 13, 2022

Australia: Airport Certification

Revised Australian airport certification regulations (CASR Part 139) and an accompanying revised manual of standards (MOS) went
into effect on Aug. 13, 2021. Under a transition period, operators of certified airports
have until Nov. 13, 2022 to fully comply with
the requirements and MOS publications.
Dec. 12, 2022

Canada: Duty/Rest Regulations

Revisions to duty time and rest regulations
for Canadian-registered commuter and air
taxi operators of turbine and non-turbine
aircraft (CAR Parts 704 and 703) go into
effect on Dec. 12, 2022. Transport Canada
said the changes include: prescribed flight
and duty time limits that respect modern scientific research and international
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standards to limit the amount of time a
crewmember can be on the job; and fatigue
risk-management systems that will require
operators to demonstrate that any variance
to the prescribed flight and duty time limits will not adversely affect the level of flight
crew fatigue or alertness.
Dec. 31, 2022

New Zealand: ADS-B Out Mandate

Covid-19 pandemic implications prompted
New Zealand to extend its ADS-B out compliance date for one year from the previous
deadline of Dec. 31, 2021. The ADS-B provisions, already mandatory for aircraft flying
above 24,500 feet, will apply in the rest of
New Zealand’s controlled airspace by Dec.
31, 2022.
Dec. 31, 2022

Mexico: CVRs and FDRs

Cockpit voice and flight data equipment
requirements for turbine aircraft operations (including air taxis) go into force
incrementally from Dec. 31, 2020 through
Dec. 31, 2022 based on the number of aircraft that are in an operator’s fleet. The
rules generally apply to turbine airplanes
with 10 or more passenger seats and large
turbine helicopters.
Jan. 1, 2023

U.S.: Aircraft CO2 Emissions

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
CO2 aircraft emissions standards apply to

new design applications made on or after Jan,
1, 2023 for jets with a mtow of 133,000 pounds
or less and that have 19 or fewer passenger
seats. The standards also apply to new deliveries of in-production large jets starting Jan.
1, 2028. Jets with mtow under 12,566 pounds,
turboprops below 19,000 pounds mtow, and
piston-engine airplanes are exempt.
Feb. 23, 2023

Canada: ADS-B Out Mandate

Compliance with ADS-B Out equipment
and operating requirements become mandatory in the country’s Class A and B airspace above 12,500 feet beginning Feb. 23,
2023. To demonstrate compliance, aircraft
must be equipped with an appropriate
transponder with ADS-B out capabilities,
meet the applicable minimum operational
performance standards, and have antenna
capability for broadcast toward spacebased ADS-B receivers emitting 1090 MHz
extended squitter. This latter requirement
can be met either through antenna diversity (top and bottom antennas) or with a
single antenna that is capable of transmitting both towards the ground and up
towards satellites.

Beyond 12 Months
June 2, 2023

Complete
Business
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Services
Aircraft Acquisition & Consignment
Airframe Maintenance
Avionics Installation
Emergency Assistance (AOG)
Engine & APU
Engineering & Certification Services
FBO Services
Government & Special Programs
Paint & Interior
Parts, Avionics, Instruments & Accessories

U.S.: Aircraft Fueling

The National Fire Prevention Association
(NFPA) is granting a 24-month extension
to the compliance deadline of its standards
that call for airport fueling vehicle loading racks to be equipped with automatic
shutoff devices that are compatible with
fueling trucks. This extension to June 2,
2023, applies only to airports that adopted
the 2022 revision of NFPA 407. The original compliance date of June 2, 2021, still
applies for airports operating under the
2017 revision.
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People in Aviation
BY KERRY LYNCH

The FAA selected its top safety official,
Billy Nolen, to step in as acting administrator following the departure of
Steve Dickson. FAA deputy administrator Bradley Mims further expanded
his
duties to focus on the agency’s
BILLY NOLEN
workforce and airports initiatives.
Dickson stepped down as FAA administrator at
the end of March and the Biden Administration
is conducting a search for a permanent successor to serve a five-year term. In January, Nolen
became FAA associate administrator for aviation, bringing more than three decades of piloting and safety leadership experience, including
with American Airlines, Airlines for America,
Qantas, and most recently WestJet. Mims has 40
years of public and private sector transportation
experience, including serving as president and
CEO of the Conference of Minority Transportation Officials and with the FAA during the Clinton Administration.
CPI Aerostructures appointed Dorith
Hakim as CEO, president, and director. She succeeds Douglas McCrosson, who is leaving the company to
pursue other opportunities. Hakim
DORITH HAKIM
previously served as group v-p for
Parker Hannifin Aerospace and also has held
management positions with Triumph Group
and Sikorsky.
Toby Woolrych was appointed CFO for Ontic.
Woolrych has more than 30 years of financial and
business management experience, including CFO
roles with Renewi, Consort Medical, and Acta.
The South Florida Business Aviation Association (SFBAA) elected long-time board member
Scott Ramsden as president. He will succeed
his brother, Jeff Ramsden, who has
held that position for 15 years.
Orla Brady has joined Clyde & Co’s
global aviation practice as senior
counsel in Washington, D.C. Brady
was previously a trial attorney in the
ORL A BRADY
U.S. Department of Justice, Aviation,
Space & Admiralty Litigation Section.
Randy Gifford joined Vita Inclinata as
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executive v-p of operations. Formerly with
GE Aviation, Gifford brings an extensive background in commercial growth, manufacturing,
and supply chains to his new role.
Rhiannon Silvashy joined Bluetail as v-p of sales. Silvashy has
nearly a decade of aviation software
experience, previously serving as
v-p of sales for Flightdocs.
RHIANNON SILVASHY
Lee Brewster has joined Thoroughbred Aviation as v-p. Brewster formerly
was v-p of marketing and engagement for
ATP (Flightdocs) and before that served
with FlightSafety International as well as
ATSM International.
Elliott Aviation named Paul
McQuay v-p and general manager
and Michael Frazier King Air service supervisor at its Moline, Illinois
facility. McQuay previously spent
PAUL MCQUAY
four years at Cobham as director of
operations and engineering and has held other
roles involving operations supervision and management, engineering, quality, and sales. Frazier
has 33 years of aviation industry experience as a
crew chief, lead mechanic, line lead, and maintenance supervisor.
Griffin Global Asset Management named Gonzalo Ramos v-p. Ramos joins Griffin after
spending 17 years with Airbus and before that
as an engineering consultant.
Brittany Brawner rejoined Alliance Aviation
Services as FBO general manager. Brawner, who
previously was customer service manager for
Alliance Aviation Services from 2012 to 2017,
most recently served as Air Elite senior program manager for World Fuel Services.
Henderson Jet Services appointed Scott Lawson as general manager. Lawson has more
than 20 years of commercial, corporate, and
general aviation experience that has included
leadership roles with Airborne Express and
Evans Composites.
Tecnam appointed Volodymyr Rizzitano as
customer service manager. Rizzitano joined
Tecnam’s technical support department in 2014

and since held roles as engineering manager of
the company’s maintenance organization and
as aircraft delivery manager.
West Star Aviation promoted Leonard Lentz to
aviation technical trainer at its Grand Junction,
Colorado location. Lentz has more than 43 years
of aircraft maintenance and repair experience, 32
of those with West Star, previously as NDT Lead.
Glen Serra has joined business aviation technical support company Jet Diligence. Serra, an
A&P mechanic and licensed aircraft maintenance engineer, has previously supported Challenger, Global, and Gulfstream aircraft based
around Australia and New Zealand.
Twin Commander Aircraft hired David Allison
as a technical service rep. Allison has a range of
experience, including as a field representative of
component manufacturers and most recently
opening and managing GoJet Airlines’ maintenance base in Greensboro, North Carolina.
West Star Aviation appointed Randy Cissell
as project manager at its facility in Perryville,
Missouri. Cissell returned to West Star, having
previously served on its AOG team and before
that holding roles with Midcoast Aviation.

Edwin Niemöller, 57, Jet Aviation’s senior director of FBO operations for the Netherlands, passed
away on February 12 after a short illness.
A 30-year industry veteran with a passion for aviation, Niemöller began his career with KLM as a financial
controller in 1991 before moving to general aviation and
the KLM Jet Center at Amsterdam Schiphol Airport in
1996. He served as FBO director of the facility for more
than a decade until the FBO was purchased along with
its sister location in Rotterdam by Jet Aviation in 2018.
Rep. Don Young (R-Alaska) died on March 18 at the
age of 88. Young, who stepped into his congressional
role after winning a special election on March 6, 1973, at
the time of his death was the lower chamber’s oldest
and longest-serving lawmaker. Chairman of the House
Transportation and Infrastructure (T&I) Committee from
2001 to 2007, Young was known for his “steadfast
service to his country, and his passionate commitment to promoting aviation,” according to NBAA.
A longtime member of the General Aviation Caucus,
Young backed many key pieces of aviation legislation.

AWARDS AND HONORS
The British Business and General Aviation Association
(BBGA) awarded its Michael Wheatley Award for Outstanding
Services to Gama Aviation co-founder Marwan Khalek.
Honored during BBGA’s annual conference on March
10, Khalek was recognized as “a respected, successful
entrepreneur with a proven track record over nearly four
decades.” BBGA noted Khalek steered Gama from a small
air taxi business in the early 1980s to a global aviation
services group that employs 1,000 and spans the business
aviation sector.
An engineer who originally worked in the furniture
business, Khalek learned to fly and saw an opportunity
to move his business skills into aviation. Gama was
established with its first aircraft, a Beech Baron, in 1983.
Over the years, he’s become a strong industry
advocate, including serving eight years as chair of BBGA
and holding several positions with the European Business
Aviation Association.

NBAA honored Leo Knaapen, Bombardier’s chief of
industry affairs, with the association’s Silk Scarf Award,
recognizing his decades of leadership and commitment to
safety, sustainability, international operations, and other
industry priorities. Knaapen retired from Bombardier in
March after a nearly 37-year aerospace career.
Knaapen’s aerospace career began in 1985 with Pratt &
Whitney Canada and he moved over to Bombardier in 1989,
serving as spokesman for the Canadair division and later
Bombardier Business Aircraft.
In 2007, he stepped into a newly created industry affairs
position. In this role, he helped establish the Business
Aviation Coalition for Sustainability. A member of the NBAA
Advisory Council and the International Business Aviation
Governing Council, he played a role in the development
of the safety management systems involving design
and manufacturing for the International Civil Aviation
Organization’s Annex 19.
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Bizjet accidents continued from page 10

On Jan. 9, 2021 a Cessna Citation 560
on a Part 91 personal flight crashed after
the twinjet spiraled down to the ground
from FL310, killing the pilot and sole
occupant. Preliminary NTSB information
reported that FAA records did not indicate
that the pilot held a type rating for the
Citation 560.
Of the five non-fatal bizjet accidents
(all U.S.-registered) in the first quarter of
2022, two occurred under Part 91 and three
under Part 135. In the same period last year,
all four accidents happened on Part 91
flights. There were no accidents involving
charter flights in the first three months of
2021. Fractional jet operations (Part 91K in
the U.S.) continued a multi-year accidentfree record.
Fatalities from accidents of nonscheduled, non-cargo U.S. registered
business turboprops skyrocketed in the
first quarter. Twelve people lost their
lives in three crashes versus two people who perished in a single crash in the
January through March timeframe in
2021. The NTSB is still investigating the
Feb. 7, 2021 fatal accident of a Cessna
Conquest that crashed while on an
approach descent.
On Feb. 13, 2022, the pilot died in the
takeoff crash of a Piper Meridian after
takeoff from Johnson County Airport in
Olathe, Kansas. On the same date, the
pilot, his son and six passengers were
killed when their Pilatus PC-12 crashed
into the Atlantic Ocean off North Carolina.
Three occupants perished in the crash of
their N-numbered Beech King Air C90 in
Mexico on March 28, 2022.
There was one fatality in non-N-numbered business turboprops suffering accidents in the first quarter versus 17 fatalities
from three accidents in the same quarter a
year ago. On March 30, 2022, the pilot, who
was believed to be the sole occupant in a
German-registered Cessna Caravan 208,
was killed when the single-engine turboprop hit a mountain in Switzerland.
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